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Hugh Ogden: In Memoriam

Fire Erupts
in Crescent
Basement

Beloved English Professor Passes Away over Winter Break

By JOANNA HECHT
SENIOR EDITOR
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By JAMES KUKSTIS

SPORTS EDITOR
On.Sunday, Dec. 31, Trinity professor
Hugh Ogden died near his home in
Maine. Professor Ogden, or Hugh, as he
insisted on being called, drowned in
Rangeley Lake after falling through thin
ice while cross-country skiing.
While a professor at Trinity, Ogden
co-founded the Creative Writing
Program, and with that came the Creative
Writing concentoUgnfor English majors,
"ffe"'aTsb ^%i<^9S^FW^P&<i^f
"<§it*
which brings a "Poet-in-Residence" to
Trinity each spring and also runs the
"Poets in the Schools" program. Under
this program, Trinity students are given
the opportunity to teach poetry in

Hartford public schools.
Hugh, a member of the English
department since 1967, was the author of
seven books and approximately 500
poems. The effect he had on those with
whom he came into contact was greater
than his prolific career. "He was a teacher,
and a poet - a seer," said Scott
Baumgartner '07. "He loved words,
nature, peace, and the life, divinity in
every minute thing."
This love and appreciation of the
world around him changed the way in
'which,'h
#^f8
g
bring the conversation back to nature,"
said Jennifer Neal '86 an English Literary
Writing Major. "The nature that informed
the poetry. The nature that informed the
poet. The nature that formed the man."

"He demanded a lot of his students,"
said Baumgartner. "He really pushed us
all, he really pushed me, but it wasn't just
an academic interest in having his students earn good grades. He wanted people to be able to get in touch with themselves through writing and feel more. He
wanted us to be able to grow as people,
not just as students."
Neal credits Hugh with helping her
find the right direction in her life. "He
leaned back in his chair and looked at me
over the top of his glasses and asked me,

oftctckp^ oa his downstairs

if you follow your heart?
Neal, who came to Trinity intending
to continue on to law school, fulfilling
see TRINITY on page 4

Teach for America Panel Brings Alumni Back to Trin
By KYLE WINNICK

FEATURES WRITER
I would be very surprised if
anyone who attends this school
claimed that education was
unnecessary and trivial, as we go
to one of the top institutions in
the country. Education is not
beneficial merely because it
trains students for their future
jobs, but more importantly
because it eradicates ignorance.
Stereotypes and prejudices still
afflict our world and the only
way to wash away that filth is
through educating as many people as possible.

However, just as no institution or system has ever been perfect, our public educational system is flawed. That should not
be striking as even the most
optimistic surely are not naive
enough to think that every
school in our nation would
graduate only students who have
scored high on standardized
tests or for that matter would
graduate every student that
matriculated through their halls.
Nevertheless, what is striking
is how low the percentage is of
students who attend public
schools and actually receive "satisfactory" scores on tests in read-

A fire began in the basement
of a Trinity-owned apartment
building at 51-53 Crescent St. at
about noon on Friday, Jan. 26,
sparked by heat from the furnace. The four residents who
were at home at the time of the
fire left the building safely.
Deputy Chief Eugene Cieri
of the Hartford Fire Department
attributed the fire to combustible materials near a furnace
exhaust vent, and the fire spread
as high up as the attic before it
was put out, according to the
Hartford Courant. The HFD
could not be reached directly for
comment.
John Mihalko '08 was in his
second-floor apartment when he
heard the first-floor fire alarm at
about noon on Friday. He
ignored it, believing it to be
kitchen smoke from the downstairs non-dairy cooking theme
quad. Aftei the alarm persisted,

ing and math, the most basic night, which had two Trinity
subjects; and even more striking alumni who decided to devote
is the educational gap between two years of their lives to
white students and minority stu- redressing the deficiencies of
dents, and the gap between eco- under-privileged students. The
nomic classes.
discussion was started by Audrey
In 2002, a report from the Giesler, Trinity's recruiter for
Education Department claimed TFA, who outlined the problem
that 13 percent of the nation's and the goals of TFA.
It was very alarming to hear
African-American students were
"proficient" in reading, while 41 that nine-year-olds growing up
percent of white students were. impoverished were on average
Also, the same report asserted three grade levels behind their
that only 17 percent of poor stu- peers in wealthy families. She
dents (students were considered explained how many of these
poor if they were eligible for free students drop out of high
lunches) were "proficient" com- school and end up making 37
pared with 47 percent for well- cents to every dollar that a highoff students. It is this pressing school graduate makes; And if
problem that Teach for America that was not startling enough,
addresses and is desperately try- apparently high school graduates
ing to solve.
I attended a panel Friday
see ALUMNI on page 14

neighbors' door; when there was
no response, he went upstairs to
the third floor. When he saw
there was smoke in that apartment as well, Mihalko knew
there was a problem.
"I'm actually really happy it
happened at 12 in the afternoon, not four [in the morning]," he said.
Upon returning to his own
apartment, he noticed smoke
coming out of the vents. He
knocked again downstairs, and
this time Maggie MacAlpine '09
answered. "She opened her door,
and there was smoke everywhere," Mihalko said.
MacAlpine had just finished
showering when she smelled
smoke. "I thought it was a brush
fire," she said, since there was a
lot of recent landscaping activity
on the property, but then saw
smoke coming from the apartment's vents. She heard shouting
and heavy footsteps, and realized that it was not confined to
her ground floor apartment.
On the third floor, Josh
Biren '09 was sleeping when he
was awakened by smoke coming
see S1VDENTS on page 5
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Artist Spotlight

Senior Scott Baumgartner commemorates Professor Hugh
Ogden and his contributions to
the Trinity community.
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newspapers are available to all the work and participate with all
students in boxes around campus our hearts. IDP students sacrifice
that require one to type in a stu- huge portions of their lives in
• I recently decided to get a dent ID number. To me, this order to survive the academic rigdaily subscription to The New seems a little more legitimate ors of Trinity. Does it make sense
York Times. When I ordered it than the system, or lack thereof, to remove our greatest support
over the phone, the operator that we seem to have. I guess the and our fiercest defender?
Liz Burns was my first contact
told me that it would be deliv- Trinity bubble does in fact exist if
ered to Mather Hall and that I one cannot even find out what is with Trinity when I was exploring
should rest assured that it would going on in the world until late the idea of re-entering the acabe labeled with my name and afternoon, maybe. If Trinity has demic world. She has continued
would come no later than 7:30 any hope of dispelling this image to provide guidance, support and
every morning. Why then was I and fostering a sense of intellectu- advice over the past few years.
still unable to get my newspaper al awareness, a good first step Her gentle support provided me
at noon on a Saturday? After two would be to make newspapers the courage to become a peer
unsuccessful trips to the Mather available for everyone. If budget- advisor to new adult students as
front desk, where I was offered ary concerns make that impossi- well as president of the IDP
yesterday's paper (No, thanks), I ble, there at least needs to be a Association, two positions I never
found a ransacked stack of five better way to deliver them to stu- imagined holding when I began
OT so New York Times sprawled dents who care enough to pay for this journey.
on a table outside of the dining a subscription.
As a non-traditional student,
hall at around 2 p.m. I guess I
LYDIA DAMON my needs are different. One of the
don't really care that the one I
CLASS OF 2010 very reasons I selected Trinity was
took from that stack did not
the unique support system prohave my name on it (sorry IDP Distressed Concerning
vided in the form of an adult
Kristina Scontras), but I am seriAsk any IDP student
Potential Loss of liz Burns community.
ously frustrated by Trinity's total-.
about the reasons we continue to
ly haphazard system of distributI am an IDP student at strive despite busy work, home
ing newspapers. Why do I even Trinity. Much to my dismay, I and family lives — the name Liz
pay the $5.80 a week if anyone received an e-mail this morning Burns will make that list of reawho happens to walk by can just which informed me of recent sons every time. She is our cheergrab one? When I ranted about budget cuts affecting the position leader and our campus mom. Her
this to my sister, who goes to [Assistant
Director,
Special guidance and wisdom are invaluDartmouth, she told me that free Academic Programs] of Liz Burns. able.
You cannot possibly imagine the
On the Trinity College Web
distress caused by that informa- site is the following "Trinity's reption and the absolute distaste it utation as a top rated liberal arts
leaves in its wake. To say I am learning community may be credappalled by this dismissal is an ited to our faculty and staff,
that they owe.
thanks to their professionalism,
In the Administration's des- understatement.
I manage an accounting firm energy, and commitment to qualperate attempt to stem the negative press by creating cottanittee and absolutely understand budg- ity in academic programs artd
after committee on campus cli- etary constraints. I knowledgeably campus services. It is their actions
mate and diversity, they are fail- read financial statements. I am that not only foster the Trinity
ing to recognize the hundreds of aware that resources are finite, environment of learning - in and
students that live by the golden However, in a world where out of the classroom, but that
rule and stand up to negative acts esteemed academic institutions lead to successful, fulfilling lives,
on campus. We are not children, such as Columbia and Harvard for students and employees
and we should not be treated as are attempting to create programs alike." Given that statement, the
such; rather, our honest opinions such as ours (which is an amazing elimination of Liz Burns' posiand suggestions about Trinity success), Trinity seems determined tion seems impossible. She is the
should be solicited, and, more to undermine the efficacy of the epitome of excellence seen on
Special Academic Programs this campus.
importantly, followed.
I beg for this decision to be
Ultimately, however, the department. Why are we going' in
responsibility
for
clearing reverse and why is our standing in reconsidered. Please don't make
Trinity's name cannot lie with the academic community contin- me regret becoming a Trinity
the administration; it must come uing to drop? It seems that in an College student or my pride in
from the students. Some of us attempt to slash budgets across that title. I will never forget the
have given up on Trinity, we the board (in order to pay for new warm feeling of community as I
the
book
at
have given in to the negative buildings and a skating rink), the signed
assumptions and stereotypes, needs of the academic communi- Matriculation. That sense of
and we have even started to per- ty are being ignored. IDP students belonging is slipping away.
petuate
them
ourselves. who are marginalized on campus Putting all pride aside, I am begInevitably, our alma mater will are being pushed further down ging for Mary Elizabeth Burns
define and guide our future lives, the food chain. But, if you query to be reinstated in her position.
' and if we all do not take pride in professors on the Trinity campus, She is the heart and soul of our
it now, we will never be able to they will inform you that IDP stu- successes.
fix the mistakes that a few of us dents are the best of the best. We
have made.
- KN not only show up for class, we're
MARIA TROLONGO
early. We put in extra time, do all
IDP STUDENT, CLASS OF 2009

Give Trinity a Second Chance
Last semester there were sev- sent the student body as a whole,
eral disciplinary events that and it is even sadder that a
identified Trinity students as big- national audience now views our
oted, hateful, and irresponsible. school and bur students with a
Whether it was a homophobic biased eye.
counter-chaiking, the use of an
Where was The New York
inappropriate racial slur, or the Times article describing all the
hasty locking of all dormitories good work that Trinity students
after a slew of fire alarms, a few do every day to better our school
Trinity students have misrepre- and the Hartford community?
sented the many, and our cam- Where were the insider scoops
pus as a whole has been branded detailing the VAMP Mentoring
as an intolerant, elitist bubble.
Program at the Magnet Middle •
While
some
students School or Tributes, Inc., an
undoubtedly need a recap of organization that promotes the
their basic kindergarten princi- development of local children's
ples (treat others as you want to social skills? Where were the artibe treated), for the rest of us it is cles detailing the countless hours
time to take a stand against the of work by the volunteers at the
negative stereotypes. One racist, Women's Center or EROS or
does not mean that our campus REQUIEM,: who all strive to
condones racism and one homo- eradicate sexism and inequality
phobe certainly does not mean on campus?
that we are all homophobic.
There may be a significant
The recent New York Times amount of hate and negativity on
article chronicling Trinity's racial our campus, but there is an even
struggles is another example of a greater amount of love, charity,
gross misrepresentation regarding and respect. The majority of
Trinity's students. It is sad that Trinity students recognize the
the select opinions of a few fac- importance of their role in socieulty and students served to, repre- ty and strive to repay the debt
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CCI Deserted, Will Re-Open for Spring 2007 Housing Lottery
ByANJAMILDE
NEWS WRITER

me an e-mail, saying that there is
a free room on campus and asking if I want to move in there."
Over this past break, the final Now he is living in Funston. He
two
students
living
at is happy with his move. "It is
Connecticut Culinary Institute, much better than living in CCI.
except for Resident Assistant No shuttle, no waiting outside
Jordan Fisher '08, have been Mather Hall, and the room is
moved back to Trinity's campus big."
by the Campus Life Department.
CCI will continue to be a
Originally, 40 students were housing option for the spring lothoused at CCI.
tery. The Office of Campus Life
"Those we moved over onto and the SGA are trying to make
campus are scattered around cam- the student body more aware of
pus," said Associate Director for CCI's positive attributes. Free
Residential Life Susan Salisbury. parking will be negotiated as well
Every spring vacancies open due as different prices for single and
to required and voluntary with- double rooms. DeBaun also
drawals, students who graduate reports that "Trinity's students
early, and students who left to could make a concession for one
study abroad. "In addition to year; then they could be living in
this, we allowed about 12 stu- the new Jarvis."
dents to move out of campus
Fisher encourages living at
housing to live off campus."
CCI. "The facility is a great housAccording to Fisher, "Just as ing option for those wishing to
fast as the CCI became Trinity's get off campus and live in a high'Plan B' for the housing shortage rise, hotel-style setting with many
for 40 plus students, it was aban- of the luxuries one would find in
doned. Most students found a hotel (except room service) [...]
housing in the Crescent Street the CCI housing option should
area or were offered a room on be designed and tailored to
campus as they became avail- upperclassmen with vehicles since
we have seen the College's disasable."
Naoto Hamashima '09 was trous attempt to provide transone of the students living at CCI portation to and from Trinity's
who had been offered on-campus campus."
housing. "Last semester during
The OCL recognizes that
exam period, Ms. Salisbury sent CCI does not appeal to everyone

and is trying to provide helpful
information and resources for
students to find the best housing
options. On their Web site, the
OCL has compiled a list of rental
resources and information for
students considering living offcampus. Helpful links, such as an
off-campus forum where students
can look for roommates, are
included.
The majority of the off-campus spaces listed on the Web site
are small houses immediately
adjacent to campus, like Crescent
Street and Allen Place. There are
other properties in "Hartford listed as well that have an easy commute to Trinity.
DeBaun encourage students
to read the FAQs on this Web
page first as there is very important information about off-campus housing posted. The Office
of Campus Life is also very willing to assist students in their
search. They may contact Amy
DeBaun, Susan Salisbury, or
Carla Machado-Rodrigues or stop
by their office at 133 Allen Place.
Additionally, the OCL will
offer an Off-Campus Living
Seminar on Feb. 8 in the
Washington Room to inform students about the several possibilities of living off-campus.
Prior to the housing lottery,
students will be required to

Sam Lin
Over winter break, all students but RA Jordan Fisher '08 were moved from CCI.

declare their living situation
intentions. "However, until it is
determined who wants to live on
campus we will not know if there
will be a need to restrict spaces,"
said DeBaun. In the event that
there is a bed shortage, the SGA
and the Office of Campus Life

have decided that students with
the highest lottery numbers in
the Class of '09 will be those
affected. According to DeBaun,
"the housing lottery numbers are
going to be run by mid-February,
so students know very early where
they stand."

^tadent-Founded Site Creates Controversy with Barnes & Noble
By NICOLE DUBOWITZ
NEWS WRITER
Dormswap continues to be
banned from advertising on
campus last semester due to a
contract that Trinity has with
Barnes
&
Noble.
With
Dormswap, Trinity students are'
able to access an entirely new
method of preparing for the
semester, along with doing some
spring cleaning, made possible by
the long-awaited Dormswap.
Dormswap is ah online database
of students' belongings that they
no longer want, is free to register,
and includes anything and everything one could find in a dorm,
including furniture, books, and
electronics. The site allows users
' to see what they can exchange,
often without using money.
Dormswap itself does not actually organize the trading between
students. Instead, it gives students the information they need
to trade items on their own time,
on their own terms.
Founder and student Antonio
Alcorn '08, with his friends Alex
Kluger '08 and Dan Burby, were
motivated to start Dormswap "by
the prices of books at the bookstore," said Alcorn. "They charge
way too much and they give you
very little money for the books
you sell back to them, [;..]
College kids are always strapped
for cash and it's something that
needed to be done: The idea is to
take books and other items that
people want or are trying to give
away, and if the system adds all
those things in some kind of
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Erin Caner
Trinity's contract with Barnes & Noble forbids Dormswap from advertising.

database, it can find the best way
to rearrange them [between those
people] constructively."
However, Dormswap was
banned from being promoted on
the Trinity campus due to an
exclusivity
agreement
with
Barnes & Noble, stating that
Trinity "cannot allow any brokering, selling, distribution or making available of textbooks by anyone other. than Barnes & Noble.
on campus," Associate Director
for Operations and Judicial
Affairs T.J. Barber relayed this to
Alcorn after a Dormswap promo-.

tional event last month. Barber
could not be reached for comment.
Alcorn describes the ruling as
harsh, especially considering the
circumstances under which it was
decided. "We had a table in the
Mather lobby and a computer
with a bar code scanner, so as
people would bring their books
we'd scan their bar codes [to put
them in the system]. There was
no trading taking place [...] it was
just people showing their books."
Near the end of the night,
Barber approached the table and

told Alcorn, Kluger and Burby
that they had to leave because of
the violation of the agreement
with Barnes & Noble. "As I
understood it, it means they can
be the only ones to sell books on
campus," Alcorn said. "Fine.
We're not selling books, we're
not even swapping books."
The next morning, a similar
interruption occurred before a
Dormswap promotional event in
Gallows Hill. A campus-wide email had been sent and
Dormswap had been banned
from promoting on campus. "So
the hammer came down really
hard and fast," Alcorn says. "The
next morning, less than 12 hours
[after the first event] we were
banned from school."
"Initially," said Alcorn, "I,
and the other people involved,
saw the bookstore as the villain.
[We thought] they're the ones
getting all the profits from this.
"Trinity is getting paid by
Barnes & Noble, who has to bid
a lot of money for the exclusivity contract. In order to recoup
that, they probably have to
charge the high prices. In reality,
the bookstore would actually not
be getting that much of your
$100 purchase [...] The college is
the one benefiting most," said
Alcorn.
Barber made clear that, while
he could prohibit Dormswap
' from being advertised on campus
through fliers or any other
means, he could not shut down
the Web site or : restrict Trinity
students from using it.
Alcorn is optimistic about its

potential for Trinity. The
response of students when first
told about Dormswap was
extremely positive. "I would definitely use it," said one student. "I
have been waiting for something
like it." Students reacted with disappointment when hearing it was
banned from on-campus promotion.
With many competing sites,
such as campusbookswap.com,
Alcorn noted the differences
between them and Dormswap.
"None of those sites are really
doing the intelligent person-toperson matching that we are.
Most of them [require users to]
post books you want to sell and
then you have to go search
through them. We're really
implementing an intelligent
matching system to find the best
way to rearrange all the stuff on
campus." Plus, it's tied to
Facebook accounts, allowing for
what Alcorn described as an oncampus Craigslist, with the social
features of other social networking sites, where students can add
friends and photos to their
Dormswap profiles.
Alcorn
believes
Trinity
shouldn't be too intimidated by
Dormswap, since there are people who are still going to want to
buy their books at the bookstore.
"If there's a new book that's not
out yet, of course you're going to
have to go to the bookstore or
go to Amazdnxom or some outside vendor. There's no way we
can cut into their sales of new
see DORMSWAP on page 6
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Trinity Professor Ogden Remembered
continued from page 1
her father's dream, met Hugh in
her first semester, and their relationship continued through her
years in Hartford.
"When I
shared with him how terrified I
was to disappoint my father, he
shared with me that I would be
far more miserable for far longer
if I disappointed myself/' she
said. "We talked and talked and
talked that day. When our words
were done, I had decided that the
only thing I could possibly do
was to become a writing major.
And where that would lead? Who
knew? I only knew that I was
going to follow my heart."
This great effect was felt not
only by students, but also by faculty members. "At nearly every
alumni gathering across the country, former students have asked
me about [Hugh]," said President
Jimmy Jones. "I was honored to
serve on the same faculty with
him."
"It's impossible to teach in a
department for 40 years without
developing long, strong friendships," said Chair of the English
Department Sheila Fisher. "The
same devotion and commitment
to language and learning which
Hugh shared so generously with
his students was a gift he gave
freely to his colleagues, too."
And now, the first semester
in many decades without his
influence the Trinity community
is left with the necessary task of
fittingly honoring Hugh's mejpaory by continuing to remember to
live as Hugh had taught: with a

greater appreciation for all things.
"We can effectively memorialize Hugh in daily practice, in how
we live: by proceeding as though
language and literature and poetry matter profoundly to life, not
as one of its 'finer things,' though
they are that, surely, but as one of
its vital necessities," said Fisher.
Hugh's family has set up an
endowed poetry prize in his
name. "That's a good thing," said
- Baumgartner. "Hugh would like
that far more than any material
thing." Ogden taught a first year
seminar last semester, of which
Baumgartner was the mentor.
"We ended up seeing each other
as people instead of simply fellow
classmates or scholars. And that's
what Trinity really needs right
now, is community, not percentages or different ethnicities or
socioeconomic groups. A fitting
legacy to Hugh would be a curricular dedication to the arts, and
arts workshops, and community
building through self-exploration;
discovering their own selves, taking that journey together."
President
Jones,
while
trekking in the Himalayas with 14
Trinity students over break,
remembered Hugh while at
morning prayers in the Buddhist
monastery at Tenboche, the highest trekking lodge in Nepal. In
this place, all climbing parties
that have attempted to reach the
Everest summit since the 1920s
have gone to be blessed by the
High Lama.
"We had the, monks offer
prayers for our late colleague and
friend," said President Jones.

"There, with the Buddha smiling
down upon us, the monks chanted, bells ringing, and conch shells
blown by apprentice monks, calling people to prayer, we read four
of Hugh's poems. It was, I think,
the most moving memorial service of my 30 plus years in higher
education."
On Wednesday, Jan. 24, members of the College community
gathered in Gallows Hill for a
poetry reading in memory of
Hugh, in a way that he likely
would have preferred to anything
formal. Lucy Ferris, Trinity's
Writer-in-Residence, who hosted
the event, made sure to remind
everyone to be "not too reverential." Students, faculty members,
and anyone touched by Ogden
were encouraged to read aloud
' "poems by Hugh, poems inspired
by Hugh, or poems that inspired
Hugh."
While most of the participants were Trinity students or faculty members, members of the
Hartford community were represented as well. Karen Rossi, a
woman who studied with Hugh
during high school, remembered
him fondly. It was Hugh, she
said, that inspired her to enter
college.
On Friday, Feb. 9, Trinity will
hold a Memorial Service in the
College Chapel, open to all, to
"truly reflect the vitality and spirit of Professor Ogden."
Hugh Ogden will be remembered warmly at Trinity through
the memories of h;s students, coworkers, friends, ,ind his influential poetry.

Campus Safety Report
Friday, Jan. 27
At 11:28 p.m., Campus Safety responded
to a call from a student in the Jackson residence hal! laundry room. When the officers arrived, they located a student who
was bleeding from his right leg and
appeared to be extremely intoxicated. The
student told the officers that the reason
for his injury was that he was "just being
crazy and had just decided to kick the window of the door in." There was blood
pooled on the floor and an ambulance
soon arrived to take him to the Hartford
Hospital ER where he was treated.
Saturday, Jan. 28
At 12:45 a.m., Campus Safety responded
to a fire alarm on the second floor of
Jackson residence hall. Campus Safety
concluded that it was a false alarm and
the alarm was reset.
At 1:26 a.m., Campus Safety responded to
a fire alarm on the second floor of Summit
North residence hall. Campus Safety concluded that the alarm had been set off by
burning popcorn and the alarm was reset.
At 1:31 a.m., Campus Safety responded to
a call from Jones dormitory where a student was sick from intoxication. TCERT
evaluated the patient upon arrival and
concluded that the student was stable
enough to remain on campus.
At 2:28 a.m., Campus Safety responded to
a call received from an emergency call
box. An incident of robbery had occurred
on the Lower Long Walk. When four or
five students were walking near the

Library, two males jumped in front of them
at the tennis courts. The two males had
their hands in their pockets, indicating that
they were holding weapons. They demanded $20 from each of the Trinity students
and punched one of the students in the
side of the face. When the Campus Safety
officers arrived, the students gave descriptions of the suspects and the direction to
which they had fled. The officers went to
apprehend the suspects by Funston dormitory on Summit Street. Two officers
engaged in a physical altercation with one
of the suspects and one received an injury
to the elbow. The second suspect was
apprehended in the McCook parking lot.
The suspects were identified by the students and the suspects admitted to the
crime. $20 bills and several iPods were
found on the suspects and one suspect
admitted to taking some of the items out
of a dormitory room. The suspects were
arrested for robbery, burglary, and assault
by the Hartford Police. They appeared in
court on Monday, Jan. 29.

What Sunday Means
By Hugh Ogden
Say that your three teen-age
kids have survived the cracked
years of the twentieth American
Century, that you were right
in cutting loose your husband
of the last decade and getting
ordained and finding a tiny
congregation down-east in Maine,
say that in this moment you're
happy with your new love, that
you step in his steps on weekold lake-ice where water still
pools as the ice creaks and
shimmers and you let that love
of yours lead on the Sunday
you have off because your kids
have flown three thousand miles
to their father in California
and a retired preacher is doing
the sermon, say you're happy
stepping where he's stepped
-as he picks his way carefully
onto the frozen surface but,
when you step on the same crack
he's stepped on and it creaks,
your gasp is the harbinger
of that panic-cry over all
your hedged bets and everything
you can't control when the next
crack he steps on v-necks and
breaks so that his shoes and
pants sink and he's swinging
the oar he's carrying around
his head and down to the ice
in chest-high water and you're
on your stomach pulling that
oar and him back up, realizing
it's all luck, a blessing whose
grace slips towards you or
away because you can't be sure
early-winter ice will hold long
enough for you both to reach shore.

At 3:36 a.m., Campus Safety responded to
a fire alarm in Elton residence hall.
Campus Safety concluded that it was a
false alarm and the alarm was reset.
At 2:39 p.m., Campus Safety responded to
a fire alarm on the first floor of North
Campus dormitory. The alarm had been
set off by a malfunctioning microwave. All
students were cleared from the building
while officers investigated. The building
was soon declared safe and students were
allowed to return to rheir rooms. The
alarm was reset.

Courtesy of www.hughogden.com
Professor Hugh Ogden will be remembered for his love of teaching and poetry.
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Students Forced to Evacuate Off-Campus Housing Due to Fire
continued Horn page 1
into his bedroom under the
doors to his room and the closet.
"My first thought was, 'Are you
serious?'" he said. He opened his
closet door and saw smoke rushing out of a vent, then opened
his bedroom door and saw his
apartment was filled with smoke.
Biren put his laptop, keys, cell
phone, and wallet into his backpack, then grabbed a damp towel
and started to get out, crawling to
avoid the smoke. When he got
outside, the three other people in
the building were already outside.
"I'm just glad I got out," said
Biren.
The other residents had evacuated the building without having time to grab personal items,
and Mihalko called 911, while
Biren called Campus. Safety.
The 11 residents of 51-53
Crescent St. were all assigned new
rooms on Friday. "They got us
rooms within hours," said
MacAlpine.
"We do have spaces available
this semester on campus because
of attrition that occurred
between first and second semester," said Amy DeBaun, Director
of Campus Life. The vacancies
are due to students going abroad,
transferring, facing suspensions,
withdrawing, and graduating
early. "We were very fortunate,"
she said. Two of the newly-

assigned rooms were not ready
on Friday, as withdrawing students had not had time to clear
out their dorms, "but those are
happening today," said DeBaun.
Trinity provided vans to help
the students move to their newly
assigned rooms and $300 to
replace some of what they had
lost. Some Trinity staff members
helped them carry their possessions, said MacAlpine, though
Campus Safety was slow to provide flashlights when it started to
get dark.
Mihalko was satisfied with the
way Trinity handled the fire, and
the Hartford Fire Department's
quick response time. The fire
took about three hours to put
out, and the students were
allowed back into their apartments to retrieve their property
after another hour, he said.
Residents of the building
experienced various degrees of
smoke and water damage to their
personal property, including
from water that froze quickly on
the coldest day of the year.
Mihalko described damage to
some clothes and books, though
his
computer
was
fine.
MacAlpine said that about 50
percent of the property in her
apartment was not salvageable,
and estimated that, between
clothes and textbooks, the students had each lost $1,000 worth
of personal property. Both stu-
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Courtesy of Professor Clyde McKee
The Hartford Fire Department rushed to Crescent Street in order to control a fire and make sure students were safe.

dents reported very little damage
to their things from the fire itself,
which was primarily contained in
the walls.
"The firefighters really hacked
up the building to get to the
fire," Biren said. "They took
down doors, they took down

walls." Mihalko described how
the plaster, which scattered from
the firefighters' efforts, when
mixed with water, formed a paste
that hardened on books and
clothes.
The College's insurance does
not cover students' personal

belongings. "We have insurance
on the building, but not on the
[...] contents" not owned by
Trinity, said Alan Sauer, Director
of Business Operations. "The
first line of defense for students
is their own homeowner's insurance/'

cake and eat it too!

Make it the exception, not the rule...
What you eat most of the time has
the greatest effect on your health.

Eat well, live well, feel great!
For more information contact
Trinity College Health Center at (860)297-2018
or
Visit pur website at www.healihattrinity.com
Trinity College
Health Center
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Dormswap Banned from
Advertising On Campus
to have kids interact with people
outside their normal social cirbooks or other items, they sell cles, because oftentimes [...] you
tons of stuff," Alcorn said. "One hang out with the same people.
This will let you
might argue that
explore a little,
one of the most
There is a demand for
and you'll have
lucrative parts of
a site like Dormswap,
an excuse [.,.] I
the bookstore's
feel the monebusiness is their
as a Facebook group
tary threat it
used books and
was made shortly after
presents
the
that's what we
it was banned to petibookstore is outmight cut in on.
weighed by the
But, if that's true,
tion for its return.
benefits it proI think there's a
vides."
reason for it: the
There is a demand for a site
students are getting ripped off."
"I understand that the people like Dormswap, as a Facebook
in charge of the decisions are group was made shortly after it
simply doing their jobs and try- was banned to petition for its
ing to protect the best interests return. A launch party is in the
of the College, but I really think works to celebrate Dormswap's
this might, in the long run, be in comeback.
the better interest of the college
Alcorn hopes to expand
if it fosters an on-campus market- Dormswap to othef schools if it
place," said Alcorn.
proves to be a success at Trinity
"A secondary goal of this is College.
continued from page 3

dormswap
Courtesy of www.dormswap.com
Dormswap provides a forum for swapping items, including books, among students.

News from the NESCAC
Bowdoin College: An article in the weekend edition of the Brunswick Times Record describes the goals
and progress of the Bowdoin Campaign, an ongoing effort to raise at least $250 million for the College.
The article, which appears on the front page of the newspaper, describes how the campaign will benefit
the College, the community, and the Mid-Coast region of Maine, while ensuring Bowdoin's strength into
the future.

Amherst College: Martha Sandweiss, a professor of American studies and history at Amherst College, has
been selected by the Rockefeller Foundation as a scholarly resident in the social sciences at its Bellagio
Study and Conference Center in Italy. Sandweiss will use the residency to work on her forthcoming book,
Passing Strange: The Secret Life of Clarence King, about a pioneering 19th-century American geologist
and explorer.

Tufts University: Tufts graduate Neal Shapiro, who stepped down from his position as head of NBC News
in 2005, will become the next president and CEO of the Educational Broadcasting Corporation (EBC), a
New York City-based nonprofit public television company. Shapiro, who earned degrees in history and
political science from Tufts in 1980, will join EBC next month and take over as its president in 2008.
New Mexico Gov. Bill Richardson, the Tufts graduate who has racked up a long resume of government
experience both domestic and diplomatic, is forming an exploratory committee to campaign for the
Democratic presidential nomination.

Colby College: Gjergji Gaqi '07, a student at Colby College and native of Albania , started playing the
piano 15 years ago, practices two to three hours a day, and is fluent in four languages. A recent Morning
Sentinel profile calls him "a magician" who, according to Professor of Music Paul Machlin, "is one of the
best musicians I've seen at Colby... and I've been at Colby for 33 years." He will perform in Waterville on
Saturday, Feb. 3.
Carleen Mandolfo (Religious Studies) is fluent in Hebrew, Aramaic, Akkadian, Ugaritic, Greek, German,
and French and teaches the Bible, ancient Judaism, and theological approaches to the post-Holocaust
era. Ben Fallaw (history, Latin American and International Studies) blends interests in anthropology,
indigenous cultures, film, and literature to teach about the the press and the church in Latin America and
about the Maya. In January both were promoted to associate professor and granted tenure, effective with
the next academic year.

Wesleyan University: Francisco Rodriguez, Assistant Professor of Economics and Latin American Studies
at Wesleyan University and former chief economist of the Venezuelan National Assembly was featured
on Financial Times' "Ask the Expert" on Monday, Jan. 29, from 1 - 2 p.m. Eastern Standard Time.
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Student's Memories of Director's Standards Not Enforced
Ogden's Legacy at Trinity Contract for Arab Language Prof.
Terminated
By SCOTT BAUMGARTNER
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

told him my plans to give copies
to the President's office, the
First-Year Program, and the
T
h e English Department, as proof
Wednesday
that the arts, and the sharing of
before
the our own artwork, builds commuCollege
shut nity far better than lectures or
down for win- shared readings. Hugh became
ter break, I met excited and started talking about
with
Hugh how much he had enjoyed teachOgden to dis- ing our seminar, and I told him
cuss the final portfolios for our how important I thought it was
First Year Seminar. We didn't that he teach a First-Year Seminar
end up talking about the portfo- again. He mentioned, too, that
lios very much; instead we talked he had been thinking of teaching
about poetry in general, art, phi- his poetry workshop as a college
losophy, and community at course, since the English
Trinity, something that Hugh, Department had decided to
who had been at the College for merge Intro to Poetry and Intro
almost 40 years, was very con- to Fiction into one class, ENGL
cerned about. I am very glad to 270.
have had the opportunity to sit
Hugh's family has been plandown and talk with Hugh, not ning to endow a poetry prize in
just as one of his students, but as Hugh's name, in honor of his
a friend, before he unfortunately 70™ birthday.
His daughter,
passed away just before the new Cynthia, spoke of how her father
year.
was not a man who cared for
I had been preparing a book material things, and said that
as a gift to our mentees, a collec- there could be no better way to
tion of poetry that we had read celebrate Hugh's life and accomThere are other
in our final reading at the Fred a plishments.
few weeks before, a surprise that ways, too, to hold Hugh "in the
Hugh had blown in our last light," as he would say of people
class, when we were reading he was praying for.
poems we had written to each
As a college, we have had to
•"feffebsmmln our, conversation, we
talked about that book, and I see REMEMBERING on page 8

Increasing Troops in Iraq
Thoughtless, Unjustified
By NICOLE DUBOWITZ

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Ever since
President
B u s h ' s
announcement
of his plans to
send
21,500
more
troops
into Iraq, many
liberals and conservatives have
finally found something on
which to agree. This military
action has been criticized by
everyone ranging from voters to
Republican Congressmen to
Bush's own former generals as
unlikely to salvage the current situation in Iraq, and perhaps even
make it worse. The widely publicized scrutiny is allowing
Americans to finally wise up
about the war, and see that our
president will not be the one to
get us out of Iraq and a hard
place.
Sixty-one percent of the country strongly disapproves of Bush's
Iraq policy, a number that Bush
and Cheney do not seem too
eager to improve. In fact, for a
government supposedly elected
of the people, for the people, and
by the people, the White House
Iraq policy has been remarkably
dismissive of the will of the people.
Our retaliation for 9/11 with

a "War on Terror" seemed appropriate at first, but over time it
evolved into nation building, an
action that Bush claimed to
oppose when he ran for president
and that most of his supporters
also strongly oppose. Some may
have found it surprising, then,
that during his State of the
Union address last week, Bush
mentioned putting together a
bipartisan committee to confront
the issues of the Iraq War. This
idea is far from fresh, since in
March 2006, as the "quick war"
had lagged on for three years with
no end in sight, Bush finally
appointed a bipartisan Iraq Study
Group. When they came out with
their 130-page report a few
months later, Bush promised to
take their suggestions seriously.
When the report called for the
slow phasing out of American
troops in Iraq, the recommendation was ignored, and the report
was scrapped. Despite his sinking
approval by both left and right
wingers, Bush has continued to
make vastly unpopular decisions
concerning the war. His resolution to send in more troops was
the opposite of what most of
Congress and the public expected
or wanted to hear, after he finally
suggested last month that we are,
in fact, not winning.
see PRESIDENTS on page 9

ByFATIMAJAFRI
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

By VANESSA HOLGUIN

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
A f t e r
attending the
last President's
Fellows meeting earlier this
month,
the
decision to term i n a t e
Professor Maryam Elahi's contract could come only as a big
surprise to me. During this
meeting, the Fellows were asked
to comment on the ways in
which Trinity could foster a
more intellectual spirit among
students and improve its relationship with the Hartford community. The Fellows highlighted the importance of the following factors in meeting these
goals: increasing attendance at
lectures, sponsoring interdisciplinary activities, offering more
community learning initiatives,
and having more interaction
with faculty after regular class
hours. I have reason to believe
that the failure to renew
Professor Elahi's contract will
seriously undermine these goals.
The large and diverse audience that attended the lectures
given by Larry Cox, the
Executive Director of Amnesty
International USA, and. by
Commander Swift this past
semester attest to Professor
Elahi's ability to bring figures
with immense appeal to many
branches of the Trinity community. Furthermore, the post-lecture dinners that Professor Elahi
hosts provide one of the few
forums outside of class where
students and professors can look
forward to friendly and stimulating conversations with each
see PROFESSOR on page 9

In
recent
weeks,
the
Trinity community and campus have been
the center of
heated debates
regarding race,
sex, and class. Members of the
Trinity campus have looked at various factors keeping Trinity students and the institution insular
and parochial: curriculum, student
interaction, fraternities, and our
elitist relationship with the
Hartford area. One factor ignored
is the role of professors. As a
Middle Eastern Studies major, I
urge the administration and
Modern Languages Department
to improve the Arabic program at
Trinity. Last year, while I was
enrolled in Arabic 201, I was the
target of religious intolerance not
by a student, but by my Arabic
professor, Michael Schub.
I was too scared to write anything or go public with this when
it happened, but in the recent
explosion of racial intolerance, I
feel as if there needs to be a transparent analysis of the multiple layers of Trinity's serious problem. I
received an e-mail from Schub Jasr
December where derogatory and
offensive statements about Islam
and the Muslim world were made.
Some examples: "I find appalling
the hatred expressed throughout
the Qur'an, the hadith,, and the
sira for Infidels" or "I find the
record of Muslim intellectual
achievement lacking, and I attribute this lack to the failure to
encourage free and skeptical
inquiry, which is necessary for,
among other things, the development of modern science." I
informed all of the deans, the
head of the Modern Languages
Department, and President Jones
about this. Of course, quick meet-

ings were scheduled and the professor got a slap on the wrist, but
continues teaching his bigoted
and ill-informed views of Islam.
As a strong proponent of free
speech, I do, however, find it
extremely alarming that Arabic is
one of the only languages at
Trinity where upper levels are not
taught by native speakers who
understand the culture, religions,
and traditions of the Arab world,
and that if this had happened in
any other department - if there
was an anti-Semitic professor •
teaching Hebrew, for example - it
would never be tolerated. Why are
Arabic professors held to different
standards? The fact that all of the
deans knew that this professor
looked me in the eye and said,
"Your religion treats women like
dogs" and have done nothing
about it is truly problematic. Why
and how does Trinity pick and
choose the racist instances they
address publicly and seriously?
The material in the e-mail was
completely unrelated to the teaching of Arabic and was deeply
offensive to any Muslim or to
anyone even respectful of Islam.
In an already intolerant and highly anti-Islamic era,. I can find no
justification or reason for the.
place of an e-mail like this. Nor
can I find justification for articles j
and videos shown by Professor \
Schub as they clearly create a hostile environment in which Muslim
students and those sympathetic to
them are deprived of the opportunity to learn without being
attacked for their religious beliefs.
If Trinity is truly trying to foster a
global community, then coercive
exchanges between faculty and
students on issues outside the
realm of course subject matter
should not be tolerated. These
actions and bigoted professors
hurt and hinder Trinity's global
growth more than late night at
AD and should be critically
looked at and analyzed.
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Dear Jimmy t t *

President Jones
Answers
Students'
Questions

How did you meet your wife?
As most of the Tripod readers probably know,! spent my
undergraduate years at the
University of Virginia. One of
my buddies kept telling me
about this tall young woman
whom he was dating, a student at Sweet Briar College.
In those antediluvian days, the
University of Virginia was all
male, except for the McKim
School of Nursing, so we
spent a great deal of time on what we called "road trips." I have
heard from many of the older Trinity alumni that this was the custom here as well before the days of co-education on our own campus. Therefore, on the weekends, either we traveled to the neighboring women's campuses or our dates traveled to Charlottesville.
God knows how many miles we all booked driving across the
Commonwealth of Virginia in those days. I have often thought
that the weekends resembled some sort of migrating patterns:
males driving all over the state to the various women's colleges
(Randolph-Macon, Sweet Briar, etc.) or females flocking to the
University of Virginia.
On March 6, 1966, my classmate brought his date to the
Cabell Hall Auditorium for a Glee Club concert. Jan was wearing
a white dress, and Michael introduced me to her on the steps of
that august room. As cliched as it sounds, I knew then that this
individual was going to play a considerable role in my life. We
started dating soon thereafter (Michael did forgive me for taking
his girlfriend eventually), got engaged on Easter Day in 1969, and
got married on Nov. 15,1969, Jan's 22nd birthday. Last March,
we celebrated being together for 40 years, from the day on which
we met forward four decades. I have often hoped that each of
my students would be so fortunate as to find a lifemate as quickfy as I did, and a month before I turned 19. To have had a love
affair lasting so long, with the three children as additional blessings to be certain, has been one of my life's most cherished
events.

The

Remembering Professor Hugh Ogden
continued from page 7
do a lot of searching in the past
semester, trying to figure out
where we stand, what we stand
for, who we ally ourselves with,
how our money is spent, and
what we want to become.
Through
campus
forums,
Tripod articles, and visits from
the trustees, many of us have
developed an idea of what we
don't want to be, and a few
•administrative changes have
been suggested —; student-run
committees, new policies, curricular overhauls —but it appears
to me that the First-Year
Program arrived at part of the
solution without even realizing
it. I'm not being hyperbolic,
but I have never seen such a
sense of community as there was
in my First-Year Seminar, a poetry workshop. The same thing
could be said for other workshops I have been a part of,
where I have been put in a position to open myself up and
share artistic pieces that are very
personal and close to my heart:
the arts, and the workshop
atmosphere, create a stronger
sense of community than other
classes.
One learns a lot from professors in lectures, and from one's
peers in seminars. But even in a
discussion-based class, where
there is more interaction
between students, one learns
about their classmates as stu-

dents and nothing more. In a
workshop, where personal stories are told, in a variety of different forms, one learns about
one's classmates as scholars,
writers, thinkers, and, most
importantly, as people. In my
seminar there were three AfricanAmerican students, six male students, seven female students,
one student from the Midwest,
one from the West Coast, several from the East Coast and Midatlantic, a Muslim, a Jew, one
still in high school, many who
had never written poetry before,
and Hugh and myself. I include
Hugh and myself in the list of
students because we learned as
much as our mentees did. And
all of these labels at once mattered and did not matter,
because while it was integral to
what we wrote and is still part of
what makes us who we are, those
boundaries faded away in class
so that we saw each other as people and poets, not just academics whose merits were based solely on who had done the previous night's reading.
"Boxed in by our eight tables
/ underneath the sixteen-lights
chandelier / ... / this is our plot
of ground," wrote one person in
our seminar. He was referring to
115 Vernon St., where our workshop was held, but take away the
specifics of the tables and chandelier, and the sentiment still
rings true — Trinity is our plot
of ground, and we must culti-

vate it. We can only do this by
ensuring that the arts are integrated thoroughly into campus
life, through the availability of
workshops for all students in all
majors, student readings, the
poetry workshop as a First-Year
Seminar, literary publications
like The Slate, and even as a part
of more structured seminars and
lectures.
Only when we as members of
this Trinity community begin to
see each other as equallyvaluable
people, rather than just "the
minority table," the WASPs, the
Greeks, the financial aid students, the jocks, or the Econ
majors, will Trinity truly become
a community and a place of true
liberal arts learning. Until the
admissions office refuses to see
potential students as numbers,
incomes, specific qualities, or
ratings-boosters, and admits students based on their qualities as
human beings and their ability
to grow at Trinity, Trinity will
not be a community. Larry
Dow, a former student of
Hugh's and a poet himself, must
see the disconnect.
A fertile community of personal growth is something that
Hugh, knowingly or not, strove
for in his almost 40 years at
Trinity.
Continuing Hugh's
message of poetry, conviction,
and "being in the world" is a
way that Trinity can hold him in
the light, and allow that light to
shine on us, too.

ing to correct the race issue to
focus on a problem; — segregation in Mather — that doesn't
exist." This is how I, someone
who has eaten everyday at
Mather and lived on Trinity's
campus for a full semester, see it:
the vast majority of students sit
where and with whom they feel
most comfortable and most at
home. I am a white Jewish male.
Strangely, I regularly find myself
on the minority's side of the
cafeteria. I do not feel like I am
being persecuted. Until I read
the article in The New York
Times about race relations at
Trinity, I had no idea there was
any sort of perceived segregation
in the cafeteria, I had heard
rumors about it, but never experienced it in any way, shape, or
form; simply I ate where I wanted to eat.
So, through my experience
dining in Mather almost three
times a day for the last four
months, I have come to the con- •
elusion that people sit where
they sit because it is where they
want to sit. This issue of a "white
side" and a "minority side" is, as
far as I can tell, non-existent If
one pressed the issue, the only
sort of segregation I see going
•on in Mather would be that of
finite, inclusive groups of friends
- black, white, or otherwise.
These inclusive groups of friends
will be just as unwelcoming to a
black person they don't know as
they would a white person they
don't know. I see nothing going
on in Mather that leads me to
suppose that there is a race issue

there. Admittedly, many AfricanAmerican and other minority
students sit on the "minority
side" of Mather, but this in and
of itself does not mean there is a
race issue. White people still sit
with • and around them on the
minority side, and black people
sit with and around Caucasians
on the white side. It isn't simply
black and white. Simply because
one side of the cafeteria caters to
mostly, not all, white students,
while the other side caters to
mostly, again not all, minority
students, does not mean there is
any "sort of race issue at Trinity.
If people stopped blaming
white college students as a whole
for their use of what we like to
think of as provocative language
then they should go to where
these students learned that
provocative
language:
our
American popular youth culture.
Take on the machine, not the
naive college student. Inform
and educate that student, do not
propagate the idea that they're
all racists.
Despite the fact that people
are overreacting and misinterpreting what is going on, part of
this issue of race relations does
have a founding in reality. I've
talked to some white students
about this at Trinity: people
have a hard time understanding
that words do carry with them,
some more than others, very
strong emotional connotations.
Sticks and stones will break my
bones, but words sure can emo-

Tripod Mini-Feed Times "Article Overemphasizes Racism'

On a scale of the Tripod's brand new
managing editor falling off his chair
to MF missing the managing editor
falling off his chair*
*with the calamitous and hilarious result of JT knowingly sitting in
a broken chair being a 10
(thud!)
and MF not being there to witness it and treasure the memory
forever being a 1

global warming: 2
Although wearing flip-flops and a tshirt in January (without getting frostbite) was fun for a day, MF prefers
polar ice caps and, you know, life as
we know it.
Campus Safety Reports: 8
When MF's friend burned the
microwave popcorn we planned on
munching while enjoying the cinematic
masterpiece that is Snakes on a Plane,
it was just dumb. The weekly reports
on malfunctioning microwaves and
burning popcorn that constantly
threaten our safety, though, kind of
amuse MF to no end. Guys - there is a
button on the microwave labelled
"POPCORN."

By MICHAEL BLOTTIN

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
I am writing this article in
response, to the attention race
relations issues have received in
The Trinity Tripod, and in the
Monday, Dec. 18 issue of The
New York Times. This article is a
Summary of my experiences as a
freshman at a school with a
major perceived race relations
problem and, of course, my
opinion on the subject. Is there
a race relation problem at
Trinity? Rather, put more bluntly, but also more accurately, is
racism running rampant at my
school? I cannot account for
everyone's actions, but as I see
it, and live it, race relations and
racism are not the problems that
they are being made out to be.
Racism is a problem at
Trinity, and wherever racism
exists, it is a problem, but it has
been blown out of proportion,
at least in my daily life here. This
has happened with the support
of fanatical students, the
Tripod's rather blunt and recently very fierce editorials, and
other public attention in the
media.
The first issue I will discuss is
the situation in Mather, which
has been made into a center and
a catalyst for our supposed
strained race relations. They say
that there is a minority side of
the cafeteria and a white side.
With all the attention given to
the problem of perceived segregation in Mather, this only
forces people involved with try-

see STUDENT on page 9
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President's Decision to Student Responds to NYTimes Report
Increase Troops Careless
continued from page 8

continued from page 7
The question "what is there to
win?" also has become pressing,
as civil war has erupted in
Baghdad and radical groups are
wreaking more havoc than ever. A
new World Public Opinion poll
found that 71 percent of Iraqis
want our troops to commit to
withdraw within a year, believing
that "the U.S. military presence
in Iraq is provoking more conflict than it is preventing [... and]
if the United States made a commitment to withdraw, a majority
believes, it would strengthen the
Iraqi government." President
Bush claims he wants freedom for
Iraqis, and this poll suggests that
reducing troop levels may give
Iraqis the motivation to obtain
that freedom. Bush asked
Americans to give his plan a try,
but if Iraqis want Americans to
leave and America wants
Americans to leave, why not give
that a try instead?
While the original reasons for
going into Iraq have been debated (and are now generally accepted as bogus), Americans' trust in
our president has been diminishing practically by the day. After
sending troops to Iraq with a
motive that was apparently
unfounded and a plan that was
obviously flawed, why and how
would we be expected to trust
him this time around? The presii g f t ^ recklessness can only be
explained by His desperate desire
to reach an outcome that will jus-

tify the Iraq disaster, and in turn,
save his presidential legacy. He's
doing anything to avoid admitting he was wrong in waging war
on Iraq. Sadly, the military and
their families end up paying the
price for Bush's stubbornness.
Sending more American troops
to Iraq has only one guaranteed
outcome: more American deaths
in Iraq.
Morally, we are obligated to
fix the mess we have made in
Iraq, and from that perspective it
might make sense to send more
troops to secure Baghdad, as the
president fantasizes will be effective. Unfortunately, what we
should do in Iraq is not even
close to what we can do in Iraq.
So, we will "stay the course" until
the job is done, but the standards
of what can be achieved in Iraq
must be lowered even more
before that job can be done with
the least amount of death and
destruction possible.
The Independent Senator
from
Connecticut,
Joe
Lieberman, is one of the few that
still publicly admonishes those
who oppose the war as undermining the president. Despite
these accusations and similar
sentiments of Bush's regime,
more people now understand
that an anti-war American is not
a disloyal American. Supporting
the troops means praying for
their survival and bringing them
home safely before they are
lulled in an unjustified, unnecessary war.

Professor Elahi Needed in
Human Rights Program
has come out to support this
decision, or to indicate that he
other. Professor Elahi is con- or she feels prepared to take on
stantly coming up with creative Professor Elahi's role. This attiways to diversify the Human' tude amongst professors is justiRights Program's curriculum, fiable and exemplified in a stateand to strengthen its links with ment Professor Maurice Wade
the Hartford community. Last made in the Tripod stating, "I,
semester, she required students along with other members of
from the Special Topic on the Faculty Advisory Board, was
Human Rights seminar to intern informed of the decision only
at environmental organizations after it was made and was only
allowed to voice my concerns
in Hartford.
This year, she is having stu- about it at that point."
dents from that seminar recruit Students cannot accurately
activist ' groups from middle judge the soundness of these
schools, high schools, and col- decisions unless the people makleges in Connecticut to attend a ing them operate with greater
student-run panel on the War on transparency. As of right now, I
Terror. As her teaching assis- cannot accept Professor Elahi's
tant, I will also be editing and case as an either/or scenario.
The Human Rights Program
writing a preface to a book that
includes the research done by consistently attracts some of the
brightest, most engaged individthese students.
uals
at Trinity. These are exactDean Rena Fraden has
ly
the
same students that are
praised Professor Elahi's outcommitted
to fixing the diversistanding work, but supports the
ty
problems
which recent events
decision to end her contract by
stating, "I believe it is time for have forced the Trinity commufaculty to begin to manage more nity to acknowledge in one way
directly what is becoming a key or another. While I realize that
feature of Trinity's community." many professors and students
The response of the Human contribute to the Human Rights
Rights faculty clearly suggests Program, there is no doubt that
that they do not share this Professor Elahi holds the proassessment. Not a single profes- gram together and has a direct
sor associated with the program influence in its expansion.

even though that specific word
was used to degrade and make
tionally cripple me. That is a an entire population inhuman
much more accurate ending and suffer for more than 150
than "words will never hurt me." years is idiotic. Words mean
Just as American pop culture has something, and in the wrong
made certain things so popular hand, or mind, they can be used
that we don't even realize we do to destroy an entire culture.
or say them, I've found that,
So while I have said over and
through the people I've talked over again that the race relations
to on Trinity's
issue is blown out
campus, people
of proportion at
We can put this
also like to
Trinity, and that
think
that
Mather has little
"major" issue behind
or nothing to do
words are so
us, and get back to
with it, I am not
abstract
that
learning, loving, and
saying there is not
they are just leta problem on our
ters
arranged
living, blacks along
campus; there is.
together.
with whites along with
Any action of
Words
every other minority.
prejudice
or
carry meaning,
and accordingly
racism is a probAfter all, we are all
they can be
lem.
However,
human, aren't we?
used to hurt or
people need to
help
people.
stop
moping
For
instance,
about it and stop
many students I talked to at saying how horrible everything
Trinity specifically think that has become. Instead of promotnothing is wrong with saying the ing the idea that there is this big
word "nigger." They fail to rec- horrible problem, they should
ognize that calling a black per- be promoting the idea that life is
son this can be very hurtful. so much better it we can all, in
Why? Well, we need to go back the words of Jack Nicholson,
to where the word comes from: "just get along." I am not saying
slavery, the cat-o-nine-tails, steel people should stop talking
locks and chains, and Jim Crow. about the race issue at Trinity,
Thinking that nothing is wrong but they shouldn't make it
with a word because it is a word, something it isn't. They should

motivate people not through the
negatives but through the positives, which are always a more
attractive alternative and solution. Yes, there is a race issue,
but no, it is not some all-inclusive monster destroying our
school (yet).
I think that if everyone gets
on board, which is the most
important part - having full
cooperation of the student body
- we can put this "major" issue
behind us, and get back to learning, loving, and living, blacks
along with whites along with
every other minority. After all,
we are all human, aren't we?
I want to end this article on
one last note: please do not walk
away from this with the idea that
I hate or distrust all those "blowing this issue out of proportion," to quote myself. I simply
disagree with them. I think they
are going about it the wrong
way, promoting the negative
aspects of racism without mentioning the positives of a racism
and prejudice free society. They,
including Jimmy Jones, are
doing us all a disservice by taking this issue so seriously, but
seem to have forgotten to mention how nice life is when a society is free of hate when they
mention how destructive racism
is. Hating hate is still hate.

Along the Long Walk
What was your favorite part of winter
break?
"Just seeing friends and family."
Conor O'Sullivan
CLASS OP 2010

continued Bom page 7

"Being with family, relaxing, my room, and my dog;
also showering without having to wear sandals."
Alexandra Masko and Noelle Bessette
CLASS OF 2010

"Spending time with my friends and family back
home."
Xavier Sandoval
CLASS OF 2009

"Skiing."
Kate Barton
CLASS OF 2010
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'onald JMfeLagan'G4, CE© of Compete, Inc. will host "WhvTi-imity Kids Have the Edge
in The flfew Marketing." Mr. McLagan's Compete.coan lias been awarded Best Connnumity/Illogs hy the 2006 MITX Awards and is recognized throughout the industry as a
leading consulting Sinn witli l»i*eakilii*ougn innovation. Mr. McLagan, former Trinity Trus»
tee, will be |oined hy colleagues and reps it-oin other emerging companies in Greater Boston. This is a "must" for students who want to leverage insider advice to help with your
suinaner or full time Jol» seai*ch.

A

Fresaaleast's HecepAion will he hosted hy ft. Kevin $mith*o"7, President o£ the National
Jlliunni i&ssoeiation, Trustee of the College, Senior Vice President and Principal of State
Street Global Advisors and E. Macey RusseU'80, Pai-tner, Cbpate Hall Stewart. Students
will have tlais •tpppwimessty i» ns«e^ s&sasl »se^^r»a-l«. wiils iiti^Bsesstial Oostoas area

President's Reception will be hosted by Ray Josliii 58, Trinity Trustee.
Students will have this opportunity to meet and network with influential New
York area alumni. Fashion and finance industry employer visits are currently
being planned along with a Marketing/Advertising Panel entitled "How to get
a job in a creative iield and what to expect." This informal panel discussion
will expose students to alumni working in advertising, publishing, publicity,
broadcast, the arts and communications.

Look for liirttior dekiils in upcoming issues, onttwExchange or Career Services ivebsile!
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Tales From Abroad: Cosgrove Writes From Cairo
By BILL COSGROVE
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT
Greetings from Cairo! I am
writing here on an island,
Zamalek, located in the Nile
River. It is my home for the next
four and a half months. I'm
studying Arabic and Middle
Eastern studies at the American
University in Cairo, but that's
only where I'll be receiving my
academic education. The peoples and places of Egypt will be
my true classroom.
My first week in Cairo has
been very exciting. A small bout
of homesickness was instantly
cured through the use of a webcam and Skype, taken together
(with or without food) at least
twice daily. The weather is fantastic - 70 degrees and sunny,
and this is winter in Cairo.
I've
already seen
the
Pyramids of Giza, one of the
Seven Wonders of the Ancient
World. They were absolutely
breathtaking. My roommate and
I rode camels and climbed pyramids that were over 5000 years
old. Climbing on a camel was
one of the coolest and most
frightening things I've ever
done. To begin with, camels are
huge. I was walking down village
streets and well above the tops
of trucks. To get on the camel,
- i t like
would a horse. But I was so
nervous I just jumped on, and
the boy who was handling it
said, in perfect English, "You
think you are a cowboy? Yeehaw!"
Egyptians are very friendly
and are known for their
"Egyptian hospitality." On my
first full day downtown I was

By TERRANCE SULLIVAN
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

Courtesy of Bill Cosgrove
Trinity Tripod's Foreign Correspondent Bill of Arabia '08 travels among the ancient wonders of the Egyptian desert.

pulled into four different per- wonder whether or not his sister bly wouldn't have felt or looked
fume and papyrus stores, all of really was getting married; I bet that much different from today
which sold the same products he tells all his customers that.
(save for the cheap souvenirs
and whose salesmen made idenI find that most people go sold in the bazaars). The Citadel
tical sales pitches, word for out of their way to make me feel built by the heroic Islamic warword. But even though I was tar- comfortable.
"Welcome to rior Saladin over 800 years ago
geted because I'm clearly a Egypt" is what I hear everywhere was amazing, its beauty only surtourist, the storeowners were I go. Some speak fluent English, passed by the magnificent views
very kind and served me the others try admirably to pro- it provided of the city and the
best tea I've ever had.
nounce the words. (It's the great
mosque
built
by
One man, Mohammed, sold effort that counts, right?) I can Mohammed Ali Pasha.
me two papyrus sheets: one of only hope that tourists in
A visit to the Egyptian
King Tutankhamen and the America feel as welcomed as I Museum in Tahrir Square was
other of Ramses II shooting a do in Egypt.
pretty cool, too. Here is where
crossbow. Mohammed was a ... ...Most, people^-who approach .most of the excavated artifacts
character. He told me that his me speak English and are from ancient Egypt are stored. It
sister was getting married the shocked when I reply in Arabic. was fascinating to see hierofollowing night and that I just I've taken three semesters of it at glyphics, coffins, golden charihad to buy something from him Trinity and am nowhere near ots, mummies, and King Tut's
to help pay for the wedding. fluent, but it's enough for curi- famous mask.
And since, "You are American, ous Egyptians to nearly pop
Perhaps the coolest thing
you must help me," he said, their eyes out in surprise.
about being here is that I'm
"because U.S. of A. helps everyFriday, I visited Islamic quite the celebrity. I don't know
body!" I wondered whether or Cairo, a place where if you were
not he really believed that. I also there a few centuries ago probasee U.S. of A. on page 12

Juliet Izon '07 Writes Her List, First Tripod Article
By JULIET IZON
SENIOR EDITOR
Picture this: I'm sitting in my
impeccably decorated — albeit
cell-like - room in New
England's favorite crashing meteor (expression thanks to Patch)
on Sunday morning, nursing a
hangover and trying desperately
to think of a witty, yet pertinent
article to send into the paper.

Senior a
Finalist for
Rhodes

This, you see, has been my ritual
for over three years. Starting out
with my column, - which was
the most ill-fated of attempts to
mentor fellow first-years on college life - the Tripod has always
been integral to my weekend
wrap up. I've documented breakups, late night food searches,
impetuous girls and impeccable
boys all from the safety of my
20/20 hindsight. While there has

Courtesy of Lizzie Brown
Juliet enjoys a carefree weekend on Vernon Street with her tall and beautiful pals.

been the occasional "hard news"
pieces thrown in there, for the
most part my writing has been
of the, how do you say, fluffier
variety. English professors may
take offense at this obvious disregard for everything: I have
learned in class, but I like to
think that recording various late
night escapades is my own way
of preserving college memories
far into the future. Plus, it's
much easier to make fun of people when you don't actually have
a topic to address (see virtually
every article I have ever written).
My dorm room may have
changed and various frats have
come and gone, but one thing
remains constant in my weekend
documenting: this school is
absolutely and utterly insane.
Sure I might complain that the
threesome upstairs was especially
loud last night, but as they say,
the pen is mightier than the
sword. And if you kept me up
past my bedtime, you can be
guaranteed that everyone will
know exactly who you are, and
maybe, if I'm feeling generous,
who was better. But, as that is
besides the point and my New

Year's resolution was to become
a kinder, gentler soul, let's move
on to the actual point of this
article. I use the term "point"
loosely, of course. As I write this,
I have just finished my last, first
week of school. Now, as a senior
this whole concept of "last first"
is rather tedious, as every other
minute you hear someone
breathlessly exclaim, "Oh my
God! That was, just my last, first
one night stand of the semester!"
Or, "I just ate my last, first
chicken and cheese from the
Cave!" These exchanges are then'
followed by a series of maudlin
expressions and then I don't
know what happens next
because I've already run to the
bathroom to vomit. But yet, any-1
way you cut it, I have just completed my last, first week and in
true documentary fashion, here
is a truncated Best Last, First
Week Ever:
Last, First Saturday: Arrive in
room to bottles of champagne,
peach juice, and .cups in fridge.
For those of you painfully not in
the know, those a Bellini do
see BELLINIS on page 14

Vanessa Holguin '07 was
selected as a Rhodes Scholarship
Finalist in late November.
Holguin, a history major, with
double minors in Arabic and in
Human Rights, plans to use her
studies to her advantage while
attempting to accomplish her
goal of becoming an advocate of
human rights through a career
in public policy and international law. As a historian, Holguin
states that she has "focused on
examining the ways in which
ideas have influenced individuals and societies" and has used
history as a "vehicle for exploring the deep struggle for human
rights."
At age ten, Holguin, along
with her sister and mother, left
Tampa, Florida to return to the
Dominican Republic. In high
school, conversations with her
teachers about the "impact of
globalization on the developing
world" captivated her so much
so that she gained an appreciation and an interest to explore
social justice and the complexities of the human mind..
Holguin states that as she "advocates human rights through a
career in international law and
diplomacy," and that her past
arid influential experiences
growing up in the Dominican
Republic will "remain a source
of • inspiration - and a reminder
of all that needs to be done."
Holguin not only shines
inside the classroom, but also
participates in several extracurricular activities around campus.
Whether it be working as a
teaching assistant, a Trinity
Papers' editor, an academic mentor, Arabic tutor, Reacting to the
see RHODES on page 12

Erin Carter
Holguin was a Rhodes Scholar Finalist.
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How To: Get a Summer Internship
By COURTNEY CREGAN
FEATURES WRITER
It seems like just yesterday we
were setting up our rooms to begin
another school year, leaving
behind our summer jobs and
internships. Suddenly it's almost
February and countless internship
application deadlines have passed.
Time to get our acts, and resumes,
together. Luckily, here at Trinity
College we have Career Services
Office to save us from our tireless
procrastination.
On Jan. 26,
career services held a seminar led
by Andrea St. James on how to get
a summer internship. Missed it?
Luckily, the Tripod has the information to keep you covered.

to establish connections in an
environment where everyone is
there with the same objective,
which makes approaching people
less intimidating.
3. POLISH YOUR RESUME
Next, there is your resume.
Employers are looking for motivated students who have proven
themselves to be leaders. Your
resume should showcase these
skills, along with your achievements, experiences, and activities.
Your resume is the first step
through which an employer begins
to define who you are as a candidate for the job, and it is important that it makes you stand out
from the rest of the pile of applicants. If this sounds overwhelming, St. James recommended that
you write down as much about
yourself as possible, and then
bring your draft into Career
Services where counselors will help
you shape it into a more perfect
resume.

1. FOCUS YOUR SEARCH
First of all, you have to decide
for which jobs to apply for. The
Internet is a beautiful thing. Go
to the career services link on the
Trinity web site, and there you
will see dozens of links for
internship search engines. A few
such links are trincoll.erecruit- 4. WRITE A STELLAR COVER
ing.com, Internships.com, and LETTER
Summerjobs.com. Don't bank For the cover letter, St. James recon just one internship. Apply to ommended looking at the job
as many as possible.
description, and then writing
down how you best fit that
description. She noted that some2. NETWORK
Networking is a crucial part of the times this is hard for people to do
process. Reach out to alumni, fam- for themselves, and again, the
ily, and friends in the industry for counselors at Career Services can
which you are applying. Even if help.
they don't have any internship
opportunities, they might know 5. TAKE INITIATIVE
someone who does, ot Career After submitting your resume, it is
Services can put you in touch with important to find out who will be
Trinity alumni. Career Services reading your resume, and then to
also holds many networking recep- follow-up. This brings your applitions throughout the year. These cation to the top of the pile and
receptions are a good opportunity displays initiative.
•

6. PREPARE / PRACTICE FOR
INTERVIEWS
Once you make an appointment
for an interview, it helps to do
mock interviews, which Career
Services' offers and strongly recommends.
7. SAY THANK-YOU
After your interview, write your
interviewer a thank-you note. Your
courtesy will not go unappreciated
and will leave a lasting good
impression with the interviewer
and hiring team.
8. FOLLOW OP
If you haven't heard anything a
few weeks after your interview, call
the office again.. It is important to
perpetually follow up throughout
the job search process. Your continued interest in the position will
remind an employer of your passion and dedication for the position which you desire.
Even though the road can be
long, tough, and sometimes
incredibly frustrating, these easy
tips make it less stressful for you to
land your next summer internship
- whether you're looking to studymarine biology down in the
Bahamas, or network with politicians down in D.C. Summer
internships are a step towards finding your dream career, and are
worth every moment of the effort
Use this summer as an opportunity to explore the world, and your
own interests. At the very least,
you'll come away,wAtb *&j$Bfi*ience that is guaranteed to beat a
summer in front of the television.
Take these guidelines to heart and
you'll find your job search to be
much easier. Good luck!

U.S. of A. Cowboy Sees Foreign Sights
continued from page 11
whether it's my handsome looks
or dashing smile, but for some
reason wherever I go peoplewant to" talk to me. At the
Citadel I was literally surrounded by a dozen Egyptian students
who all wanted to know what I
thought about their country
and listen to me speak Arabic.
Everyone wanted their picture
taken with me! When one student, Ahmed, asked me in broken English which country
(Egypt or America) was more
beautiful, I pretended to not

understand, figuring it was bet- rather well. Not according to
ter to feign ignorance rather plan, because in Cairo, plans
than offend anyone.
more often than not get thrown
I have yet to start class (not out the window (take, for
until Feb. 4, after a three day instance, last Friday when I went
visit to Alexandria), but I've to go to - the ATM around the
already learned so much about corner and found that it was
jEgypt, the Middle East, and closed because of prayers. I-promyself. Perhaps there's no other ceeded to get lost for the next
place on earth where the ancient hour and a half searching for an
mixes with the modern in the ATM, which I finally did find
way that it does in Cairo. All next to a Pizza Hut, which was
one needs to do is smile and say just a few doors down from
hello, and you'll instantly have KFC. Go figure.) "
an Egyptian friend (or, in my
Time for some taamiya
case, 12 or 15).
(falafel). Hope it's not too cold
I think things are going in Hartford!

Rhodes Scholarship Honors Holguin
continued from page 11
Past Conference mentor, Alumni
Fund Caller, and Computing
Center Help Desk consultant,
Holguin has contributed so
much, to the Trinity community
by sharing knowledge and helping those with similar,passions
and interests.
The Rhodes Scholarship, the
oldest international fellowship,
brings highly qualified students
from around the world to continue their studies for two years
at the University of Oxford. All
of the educational costs are paid
for by, the Rhodes Trustees. The
scholars. also receive a regular
allowance to pay for every-day

expenses and vacations. The
Rhodes Trustees also cover the
costs of travel to and from
Oxford, and in certain cases,
provide grants for research purposes or study-related travel.
Rhodes Scholars are selected
through a process by which
regional selection committees
choose .32 scholars each year,
nominated by selection committees from around the United
States.
Although Holguin was not
offered a Rhodes Scholarship,
she states she still "came out of
this whole experience as a winner." Upon meeting with committee members in New York,
the committee chair told

Holguin that this year was the
toughest competition he has
seen in all his years thus far, and
that it was "unfair to select only
two people." The topic of conversations with committee members included issues such as the
state of our public school systems, war in Iraq, and the interconnection between- human
rights and environmental studies. Holguin has no regrets, as
she was rewarded with a life
experience that many people can
only dream of, stating that, "The
process helped me to get deeply
in touch with myself, and to
determine what important goals
I hope to achieve in my immediate and long-term future."

Horoscopes
AQUARIUS

January 20 - February 18

At home, the appeal of shopping online is com./\?\i\J pletely lost. Upon arriving back at TrinColl, mark
your second week back anniversary with a new
duvet, coat, or at least some shoes.
Pumped to be back b/c: The money you hemorrhage

H
T

PISCES

February 19 - March 20

Home did not equal daily partying. Not only does you
liver thank you, but the bags under your eyes, and other
just as unfortunate looking parts of your party-body got
a vacay from late night activities, too.
Pumped to be back b/c: Visits to the Health Center

ARIES

March 21 - April 19

Your winter break shenanigans were looking a little
sub-par this time around. Maybe instead of just
spending your weekends at 7-11 or WaWa you could
actually hit up a bar or step club.
Pumped to be back b/c: There's nothing like late night

TAURUS

n

April20-May 20

You can't deny it; you miss New England's Rising Star
a whole lot whenever you leave for break. Though separation anxiety is normal you might want to reconsider your love for Hartford. After all, it's kind of scary.
Pumped to be back b/c: Hartford's just that awesome

GEMINI

May 21 -June 21

You love dancing ... on any surface that is raised off
the ground. Bars, tabletops, platforms, speakers, etc.
You made the mistake of trying it at home once and
now can never show your face at Wendy's ever again.
Pumped to be back b/c: No one judges your dancing

CANCER

June 22-July 22

Ever noticed that no matter how much you love hummus and melon you simply can't look at it whenever
yOiU(lge£ home? You find yourself eating it every singleday here and just want to vom if you see it elsewhere.
Pumped to be back b/c: Chartwells cuisine

LEO

July 23-August 22

You may not have noticed, but when you sit until the
wee hours of the morning watching television at home
you find yourself tolerating it a lot more. Why? Just a
few words: Barbarino's, 800-588-2300 EMPIRE!, ETC.
Pumped to be back b/c: Ba - ba - ba - ba - ba - barino's!
VIRGO
August 23 - September 22
The problem with college is that whole managing
money thing. It'd be so much easier if we could go
home more often and bum more money off the 'rents
for all those things we need. Don't spend it aE at once.
Pumped to be back b/c: Money, money, money
LIBRA
September 23 - October 22
Now it's understandable that because it's winter break
we all get a little pale, but you need not be abusing
this allowance. Time to acknowledge that Casper is no
longer an acceptable nickname.
Pumped to be back b/c: Unbeatable deals at Tan Lines

m

SCORPIO

October23-November21

How's the alky tolerance? Going home over break was
a rather sobering experience and you're in for a harsh
reality check come Thursday / Friday / Saturday /
. Sunday? when your friend, the tank, wants to play.
Pumped to be back b/c: Regaining your tank status

SAGITTARIUS

November 22 - December 21

Going home means a break from your Trin pals and
a chance to rekindle friendships with your prepschool roomies and partners-in-crime. But let's face
it, nothing beats your preppy posse here.
Pumped to be back b/c: You missed your besties

CAPRICORN

December 22 - January 19

Since you spent your break somewhere exotic you
really aren't appreciating this lovely weather Trin's
been suffering. In fact, if you had to choose, you'd
rather be basking on a beach somewhere. ,
Pumped to be back b/c: You're really not, actually
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Stars Show Fashion Do's and Dont's

Top 10

By ADWENNE GAPFNEY

SENIOR EDITOR

Ways to Give that Unwanted
Suitor the Hint

After spending my holiday
break watching hours of Tivoed
America's Next Top Model
marathons and scrap booking
the latest Vogue spreads, watching the Jan. 15 Golden Globes
was a major event. Considered
by many to be the Super Bowl
of celebrity fashion, the Globes
have achieved this sacred status
by bringing together the most
fabulous from film as well as television. This comes as a unique
chance to evaluate all of my
favorites in one room.
While the evening marked
accomplishments in acting and
directing, the postshow days
have presented us the opportunity to evaluate what was truly
important.
An unfortunate
ensemble can have us wincing at
the most deserved award winners.
Conversely, a young
ingenue can claim her first
moment in the spotlight by
being both glamorous and
unforgettable.
I applaud those :
ladies who dared to
wear color, in what is
often a wash of blacks
and ivories. ; Reese
Witherspoori stood out
in a lemon bustier]
dress by Nina RicciJ
accessorized with satin
scarlet mules and at
ruby bangle bracelet. I
am always an advocate
mal affairs, and it
worked on her. Renee
Zellweger opted for a
silk emerald sheath
dress. With simple
detailing at the bust
and not much else, the
high impact color car-i
ried
this
number.
Mary J. Blige's fire
engine gown by Reem
Acra was glamorous
enough to provide an
ironic contrast with her
fierce tattoos.
But it's possible that jewel
tones are not for everyone, and
there were those who managed
to shine in more muted shades.

10. "I have a 6 a.m. class tomorrow ... yeah,
they exist ... yeah, I know tomorrow is
Sunday.
9. "I have to take care of my friend ... she's
throwing up all over her room^... no, no ...
don't come up! It's really gross!"
8. "It's going to cost you a grand. Plus a two
cheeseburger meal from McDonalds. Still
interested?'
7. "STD test results? Still pending."
6. "Yeah ... of course I'm into you! Call me
later? My number is (641) 985-7888. It's not
the Rejection Hotline ... I promise!"
Jennifer Hudson's glamorous
look made her emotional win all
the more poignant. Her navy
Vera Wang gown used short

sleeves and drapery to make a
basic design look completely elegant. Her full curls only added
to
this
effect.
Drew

!'._-. ..-.

Barrymore's sweetheart pink
Dior column made her look
fresh and effervescent while
doing wonders for her skin. Ali
aLarter's white chiffon gown bared
enough skin to
keep it contemporary while still
appearing tasteful.
Some stars who
made
valiant
efforts, however,
Iwere not able to
complete the look.
I admire the ballet
inspiration behind
[Samcron•<. Diaz's
[Valentino confection, but it went
just a step too far.
Mary-Kate Olsen's
gold vintage dress
was fun but was
overshadowed by
her massive mink
stole and garish
makeup.
Helen
Mirren's turquoise
Donna
Karan
looked
excellent
on her but led to a
bit of overexposure. Angelina Jolie appeared
too austere in her charcoal gray,
which did little for her coloring
or her figure.
The pressure to stun can perhaps be overwhelming on such
major occasions but screen goddesses and mere mortals alike
would do well to adhere to simple guidelines. Don't try too
hard. Bearing it all can lead to
disastrous results. Be yourself.
Jennifer Hudson is America's
Sweetheart and she didn't have
to become Beyonce to make it.
Imbue your. wardrobe with an
element of creativity and expression. Colors and patterns can
take an outfit from good to
great. And for those of us
whose lives are more Hartford
than Hollywood, approach each
day as an opportunity to look
like a star and be sure to keep an
eye K on the hits-and-misses
celebrities will debut at the
Academy Awards on Feb. 25.

All photographs for this article
were taken from EOnline.com
and USmagazine.com.

5. Just start making out with someone else ...
major points if he is an 18 year-old athletic
recruit who will be gone by the next day.
HAWT. No better way to take a frat boy
down a notch than by passing him over for
an pre-teen.
4. "I will bite ... haaard."
3. "Would you like to touch my pen 15? I am
a sex machine!" NB: This works especiallywell if you are a girl.
2. "How do you feel about a winter wedding?"
1. Just vom. On him. Nothing pisses a Trin^ f f more than soiled boat shoes.

Don't
want to
be this
guy?
Check out some socially
responsible jobs:
•

http://www.graduationpledge.org/jobs.html

Broughttoyou by Graduation Pledge,
SENIORS make sure to sign
at tabling events:
*/.
pledge to explore and
take into account the social and
environmental consequences of
any job I consider and will try to
improve these aspects of any
organization i work for."
Stay tuned for panelists and jobs
of the week on Trinity Exchange!'
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Alumni Panel Shares TFA Experiences BelHnis, Flu Mark Juliet's
Last, First Trin Weekend
continued from page 1

also live 9.2 years (on average)
longer than drop-outs. What
makes this issue so important
and daunting is that time is such
a hindrance. If these problems
are not addressed than the poor
children will be locked into their
fate and the older they become
the harder it will and is to mend
their deficiencies. It is this reality that compelled both Chris
Bostock and Narin Prum to join
TFA's mission and become
teachers for two years.
Audrey asked Bostock and
Prum to explain their motivations, their challenges in the
class room, and their successes.
When they spoke I noticed overwhelming similarities in their
explanations for becoming
teachers. It certainly was not for
the pay, but rather a moral obli-

gation. Bostock cited the obvious fact that there is something
wrong about the immediate difference of walking around the
campus and taking a step outside of it. I do not doubt that
every Trinity students recognizes
the disparity. It certainly is not
fair for children who have to
grow up in that environment. It
is not hard to imagine that the
public schools in Hartford lack
many of the tools that a school
in wealthy Greenwich, Conn,
has at their disposal. Many public schools in lower-income areas
do not have up-to-date computer centers, adequate libraries,
and - most detrimental of all,
the better teachers opt to teach
in private or wealthier public
institutions. That is why TFA is
so important.
I think one question was on
all of our minds: "But what dif-

ference can you possibly make?"
That was answered for us.
Bostock and Prum told stones
of how only after half a year
they already saw improvements
in their students. They each
shared how specifically they
helped out a troubled-student;
interestingly, their trouble-making student was merely acting
out in frustration at the inabilities of their peers. "These are
smart kids, they just need more
attention," they told the audience. There are many of theories trying to explain exactly
why there's an educational gap.
But that quotation seemed to
explain it best; a student just
needs to be challenged and to be
pushed.
We cannot put it
entirely on the shoulders of the
students, but rather need to supply them with the proper environment and tools for success.

Around Trinity
She's Just Not That
Into You

Lovelorn Loudmouth Should
Keep Exploits to Self

AT would like to address the abhorrent
actions of a certain intoxicated intruder who visited Camp Saturday night. Oh, and laugh at this
sorry slob. Inebriated beyond even Trin's high
standards, this Jackass attempted to perform the
famous (?) "Drunkenly Kicking a Leg Through
a Window" stunt - almost as impressive as
Steve-O's stapling of "himself." Oh, wait... not
so much. After almost severing his Acrjilles tendon (and doing irreparable damage to a lovely
dormitoiy window), this limping loser soon
sobered up to find himself receiving 30-some
stitches in the ER. Outfitted, with a cast and
crutches, this undeterred toolshed attempted to
venture back out to Late Night. Wise words for
our unfortunate "friend": Seriously ... You have
to realize when its over and move on. Sorry!

AT had an UNfortunate encounter with a
saucy sophomore this past weekend. After
engaging in much less than even soft-core
snogging with a ballin1 "bro," AT was
approached by a jealous fellow frat-goer who
offered some unwelcome commentary when
she pulled out a chaise-lounge, a box of-tissues, and a Ph.D. in Psychiatry. Okay ...
slight exaggeration. Nevertheless,, t J ^ J s a S S ^
biatch inappropriately informed an unacquainted and unassuming AT of her previous
relations with ATs dance partner. Inapprop.
The warnings offered out of past experience
were definitely uncalled for (not to mention,
incredibly unclassy) ... thanks, though? AT
was not impressed. And neither was Kofi
Annan. Burn.

Treacherous Toiletry
Taker Angers AT

If You're Not Watching "The
Hills/' You Should Be

AT would like to question the motives of
a certain bathroom [not quite] bandit who
creatively reorganized the contents of several
ladies5 shower caddies in a dormitory loo this
past weekend. As AT readied herself for a luxurious bubble-bath in one of the spacious
shower stalls (Ha!) she noticed something
was amiss ... well, besides the lack of a bathtub, AT found all of her and her neighbors3
shampoo, conditioner^ and body wash (wink)
bottles uncorked and upside-down on the
left of the counter and their corresponding
caps on the right. Hm ... how productive,
And artistic? This mischevious "Monet" created a sticky mess that AT then had to clean
up ... before lathering her hawt bod.

Because sometimes, the exploits of the
highly contrived characters on MTVs "reality" show provide more entertainment than
the Trin campus on a surprisingly boring (or
was it just too blackout?) weekend. But without fail, the ever-embarrassing girls of c10 still
managed to provide fodder for AT's hungry
appetite for humiliation. .The slut-tastic styles
that these babies bedecked for a party to celebrate the Canadian tux were more busted, broken-down B.Spears than redneck. It's second
semester and you're halfway towards sophomore year - let's try to move on from the
teenybopper phase and grow up. If you're
looking for a new fashion icon, AT recommends Teen Vogue intern LC. Loves it!

half-credit. What followed was
two hours of pure magic, puncmake, while simultaneously tuated by occasional stumbles
allowing the flow of love and joy and one face plant. Next time we
throughout all of Hansen dormi- have a drought, just let me
tory. While a few of us are seri- know, because I've been working
ously wounded during the bottle on a pretty sweet rain dance.
Last, First Stomach Flu (we
opening process, Car in the Hat
band-aids heal our scrapes and hope): One of the unsung benelead to the most amazing- jam fits of living in a dorms is the
session of Dr. Seuss this side of high threshold they have for
Whoville. The night ends with germs. I've known an entire
the obligatory trip to the Tap, floor to concurrently have three
though sample size Spyks are colds, though conveniently only
during finals. The tune of this
mysteriously absent.
Last, First African Dance week, however, has been good
class: It has been said before that ol' Stomach Flu, which although
I have some of the sickest dance it only lasts 48 hours, does sure
moves this side of Vernon Street, pack a punch! I'll leave out the
so I obviously had to try my skill details, but let's just say that for
out to the beat of some tribal once all of the senior dorms can
drumming. Plus, I needed the let the bulimics off the hook for
clogging the toilets.
Last, First Trip to Bourbon
Street: Perhaps even better than
the bar itself is that fact that it
seems every cab company has
been furnished with shiny new
cars. Plus, can you really ever
beat four drinks for a dollar?
And any bar that forces you
down a steep set of stairs to get
to the bathrooms is really quite
ingenious, since the opportunity
for nose dives is prime. But as
we know, any trip downtown is
followed by the inevitable:
Last, First Hangover and
Wave of Extreme Shame: Unlike
before, the Senior Spring Wave
of Shame is accompanied by the
constant refrain of, "What am I
supposed to do after college?"
thus rendering it ten times as
horrid. While last, first hangovers may be celebratory, at least
in theory, I have come to the
conclusion that the following
shame is enough to either put
one off the bottle completely, or
Courtesy of Juliet Izon become a raging alcoholic. Only
Juliet makes the Trin campus "purr." time will tell.
continued from page 11

Sexy, Slinky, Sunny, Sipping, Sloppy, Swimming,
Splashing, Sensational Spring Break Savings!

Only with Sun Splash Tours
20 Years Experience
Call the experts at 1-800-426-7710 or check out
the HOT DEALS atwww.sunsplashtours.com

ROOMMATE WANTED
1
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y
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fee co'npsnsajgcf S&l M-*tour},;.* art oifcijt'orut! ^mgwnt t r

Call Jennifer @ {860) 545-7548
AfUdri (860) 545*7794
-is

Urgently in need of a fun, big-hearted, and
open-minded inhabitant who wants to live
more for less money! I cost only $300, have
wireless internet, a bed, a desk, and a comfy
chair. I am situated only three minutes from
Mather Hall and with all that good stuff
(bathtub, big and sunny balcony, party space,
and learning atmosphere) and I come with
two very nice roommates (hot stuff!) that you
definitely want to get to know!
Call my secretaries for more information:
860-206-8707
or write to alexandrahepp@yahoo.de and
check me out!
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Colt Exhibit Makes Bang atWadsworth j Dreamgirls, Babel Score
| Big at Oscar Nominations
BySARAYOO
ARTS EDITOR

There is an old saying that
states, "God created men;
Colonel Colt made them
equal." This saying, of course,
refers to New England inyentor
and entrepreneur Samuel Colt,
who is most famous for inventing the revolver, as well as starting a worldwide firearms empire,
while concurrently putting
Hartford, Conn, on the historical map. An impressive sampling
of authentic, original Colt
firearms can be viewed at the
Wadsworth Atheneum in an
exhibit entitled "Samuel Colt:
Arms, Art, and Invention." In
addition to approximately 200
guns of every size ranging from
tiny revolvers to massive rifles,
the exhibit contains relics that
cast a glimpse into Colt's personal life, with letters exchanged
between colleagues as well as
gifts bestowed upon him by
great political contemporaries.
Samuel Colt was born and
died in Hartford, although his
work took him all over the
world. Colt, who first patented
the revolver in 1835, was something of a genius — he was an
inventor, an artist, and a businessman. He later became a
celebrity when his guns became
favored by everyone from the
•»®&MteimNlkgff*ti3r«tiie -Russian

czar. After receiving a patent for
his invention, Colt founded a
firearms factory called the
Paterson Arms Company in
New Jersey; however, the compa-

By KATY NOLIN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

www.metmuseum.org
Samuel Colt's firearms (seen above) were known for their style and functionality.

ny failed because the economic ors. The concept for the revolver
situation made Colt's firearms a came to Colt during a short
luxury that few people could stint as a sailor on a ship during
afford.
his earlier years.
The earliest model for the
Colt eventually capitalized
on the Mexican-American War, revolver was commonly referred
supplying the U.S. government to as a cap-and-ball and it feawith his munitions and later, he tured an automatic revolving
built, the Colt Patent Firearms cylinder with five or six chamManufacturing Company on the bers (existing pistols had to be
South Meadows region along rotated manually). As with most
the Connecticut River in his pistols during this time, the
hometown of Hartford, which revolver had to be loaded
still stands today. Colt's guns are through the front of the muzzle,
also credited as the weapons although Colt eventually came
that "won the west" in territori- up with later designs that elimial
battles
with
Native nated the process of loading bulAmericans.. , , •
Jets from-the front.
Samuel Colt began his life as
Colt made sure that his
a laughing gas salesman to make firearms were not only functionends meet. The money he al, but aesthetically pleasing as
earned during this time helped
him fund his business endeavsee FIREARMS on page 17

nomination for Best Supporting
Actress. Otherwise, Dreamgirls
only managed to garner nominations in the Sound, Song, and
Art Direction categories. In fact,
three of its eight nominations
came in the Best Original Song
category, with "Listen," "Love
You I Do," and "Patience" being
selected.
In the Best Leading Actor
category, Forest Whitaker, coming off a dynamite performance
as the Ugandan dictator Idi
Amin in The Last King oi
Scotland,
leads the pack.
Whitaker easily won the Golden
Globe for the same role, and he
is expected to win the Oscar as
well. His main opposition
comes in the form of Peter
O'Toole (for his role in Venus),
who has been nominated unsuccessfully for seven other Oscars,
including for the
famed
Lawrence of Arabia, While
O'Toole received the Honorary
Oscar in 2003, it is quite likely
that the Academy voters will
finally grant him the Best Actor
statuette. Former teen heartthrob Leonardo DiCaprio (for
Blood Diamond), Ryan Gosling
(for Half Nelson), and Will
Smith, (for the biographical

If-you happened to be up at
8
a.m.
(that's
5
a.m.
Hollywoodland time for you)
this past Tuesday, you were
lucky to catch the official opening of the 79th Oscar Season as
Salma Hayek and Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences President Sid Ganis,
presented the list of nominees.
Following on the heels of the
Golden
Globes
and
the
Sundance Film Festival, many of
the films, actors, and actresses
nominated were expected, but
the Academy still managed to
surprise the press with some key
absences. Overall, the nominations reflected the growing
political
consciousness
of
Hollywood, with films like
Babel, Blood Diamond, and The
Queen garnering key nominations.
Dreamgirls,
everyone's
favorite new musical flick,
scored the highest amount of
nominations this season - eight
in total - but was surprisingly
left out of the Best Picture category after winning the Best
Musical or Comedy at the
Golden.-Globes, .Eddie Murphjt,
was a surprise nominee in the nominated.
The Best Leading Actress catBest Supporting Actor Category,
egory
seems poised to be a catand former American Idol contestant and Golden Globe winsee 2007 on page 16
ner Jennifer Hudson picked up a".

Davis Wins Statewide Poetry Contest, Tours College Campuses
By GRIHA SINGLA
ARTS EDITOR

Each year, the
Connecticut
Poetry Circuit selects five exceptional poets to tour various colleges and read their poetry to
audiences.
These
students
undergo a competitive selection
process at their respective
schools, which can only nominate one student to enter the
contest.
From there, the
Connecticut
Poetry Circuit
chooses the winners. This year,
Trinity's Loren Davis '07 won
and shares her excitement for
the tour and the art form with
the Tripod.
Trinity Tripod: I understand
that you get to read your poems
all across Connecticut. What is
that experience like?
Loren Davis: Our first reading is
Feb. 8, so I haven't personally
experienced it yet. I anticipate
it to be a great opportunity to
make new contacts and develop
a network of writers, professors,
and literary professionals who
can inspire future endeavors.
TT.- How long have you been
writing poetry?
LD:

Writing creatively was a

hobby for me long before it
became something academic.
As soon as I learned how to
read and write, I started writing
stories for fun. I wrote poetry
for children's literary magazines
(like Glimmer Train and Stone
Soup) and entered a couple of
town contests in high school,
but generally, writing has always
been a private matter. I actually started out in college as an
art history major, wanting to
keep writing as a hobby, not an
academic pursuit. So I've only
been studying and working on
poetry for professional purposes for two years, but I've been
writing it my whole life.
TT: What was your attraction to
the medium? In other words,
how did you become a poet?
LD: I never thought of myself as
a poet until I received a position on the Connecticut Poetry
Circuit this year. I've always
seen myself as a fiction writer
and I still have ambitions to
become a published novelist.
But I've found a freedom in
poetry that fiction doesn't
allow. I can say and do things
wjth poems that wouldn't work
in a story, which needs linear
structure and character development. In terms of poetry as an

art form, I think it has much
more in common with music
than with other types of writing.
All song lyrics are basically
poetry. For some reason
though, music affects the general public in a way that poetry
doesn't. If I could accomplish
anything through involvement
with poetry, I would make it
more accessible and enjoyable
to the masses. Poetry can be
just as entertaining and just as
moving as a great song.
TT: What type of poetry do
you write?
Which is your
favorite?
LD: The ode is actually my
favorite type of poem.- What I
like best about the ode is that
it's essentially a dedication
poem; a poem written to or
about a specific person, object,
or entity. The Classical Greek
odes are wonderful in their elaborate lyrical style, and John
Keats' "Ode on a Grecian Urn"
is one of the best poems in the
English language.
Pablo
Neruda's contemporary odes,
which focus on mundane
objects, have revolutionized and
updated the concept. I'm also a
fan of rhyming poems even
though most contemporary
poetry is non-rhyming. If a

poet is clever enough with \an, guage that she can rhyme well, TT: Who are your favorite
the resulting poem has the poets?
potential to be extremely powerful, I've yet to write a rhyming LD: My favorite poets are not
poem; it's still just, a goal.
necessarily people who share my
writing style. Most of them difTT: Where do you get your fer from me in terms of content
inspiration?
and tone, but I find them fasciLD: The best inspiration I've
received for writing has come
from traveling and education. I
go to museums in New York
(where I live), a lot and find that
I recycle a lot of the information I learn in my writing.
Education is crucial for me
because it's hard to write about
the world when we know so little about it. No one will ever
know everything, but the most
interesting writers are the ones
who have experienced life outside of their comfort zones and
their home countries.
I've
spent a lot of time in Southeast
Asia and Central Europe and
virtually all of my poems are
about my experiences there. I
also love Classical culture and
mythology, which play strong
roles in Western art history and
literature. In a lot of my poems,
I try to utilize these classical references the way artists did in
Renaissance
painting
and
Elizabethan drama.

see LOREN on page 17

Courtesy of loren Davis
Senior Loren Davis is a poet at Trinity.
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2007 Oscar Running Too CloselcTCaU Borat Critiques Society
with Side-Splitting Satire
continued from page 15

fight of regal proportions, as
Dame Judi Dench and Dame
Helen Mirren go head to head
for their roles in Notes on a
Scandal and The Queen respectively. Adding to the drama is
the nomination of Meryl Streep,
an Oscar powerhouse in her
own right. Streep, however, was
nominated for her role in The
Devil Wears Prada, and, while
her performance was enjoyable,
the film is definitely not up to
Oscar standards. Kate Winslet
(for Little Children) and
Penelope Cruz (for the foreign
film Volver) are also nominated,
but with three other powerful
leading ladies, there is little
chance that either will win.

Actress category, but she's still
facing tough competition. Cate
Blanchett, who's been in several
Oscar-worthy performances this
year, was nominated for her role
in Notes on a Scandal. Her film
Babel scored two nominations
in the Supporting Actress category: Adriana Barraza for her
fantastic performance as a

Adapted Screenplay - but it
faces an uphill battle against The
Departed, Little Children, Notes
on a Scandal, and Alfonso
Cuaron's Children of Men. In
the Best Original Screenplay category, the fight is much
tougher, with Golden Globe
winning The Queen leading a
strong pack of Pan's Labyrinth,

nalist in his home nation of
Kazakhstan (which in the movie
bears little resemblance to the
"Jak sie masz? My name-a actual country). He and his proBorat. I like you. I like sex. Is ducer, Azamat, a fat curmudgeon
nice!" If you like movies that who speaks no English, are sent
begin with lines like that, then to America to study the
you'll love Borat: Cultural American culture of success and,
Learnings of America for Make as the subtitle of the movie sugBenefit Glorious Nation of gests, "make benefit glorious
Kazakhstan coming to nation of Kazakhstan."
Cinestudio this Wednesday,
Borat begins life in America
Friday and Saturday.
Borat, simply enough, taping interviews
played by comedian Sacha Baron and trying to learn about our culCohen, began as a secondary ture. What he fails to comprecharacter on Cohen's "Da Ali G hend, however, is how completely
Show." From those humble offensive he is to the average New
beginnings, Borat was made into Yorker. Borat does not realize
a mega-hit movie among that things like public defecation
Americans
who enjoy things like might be viewed in a negative
www.popmatters.com
While Eddie Murphy won
rodeos,
naked
light.
Borat
the Golden Globe for his sup- The cast of Little Miss Sunshine was nominated for a Best Picture Academy Award. wrestling, and the
quickly grows
porting role in Dreamgirls, his
Borat, plain and simexploitation
of
tired of making
competition for the Oscars will Mexican housekeeper trying to Babel, Letters from Iwo Jima,
southerners.
his documenple,
is
an
offensive
and
Little
Miss
Sunshine.
be much more challenging. Jack cross the border and, Rinko
tary in New
It is very diffiFour of the five Best Picture
movie - and it manNicholson was surprisingly left Kikuchi for her role as a deaf
York
and a
out for his role in The Departed, Japanese student trying desper- nominees also garnered nomina- cult to review a
ages
to
offend
just
series
of
unlikeas were Ben Affleck (for the ately to reach out to society. tions for Directing: Babel movie like Borat
ly
events
soon
because
it
will
elicabout
everyone.
What
Inarritu),
The
indie smash Hollywoodland) Personally, my vote is for 10- (Alejandro
sets
him
and
it
very
different
and Brad Pitt (for Babel). year-old Abigail Breslin, who Departed (Martin Scorcese),
you have to ask yourAzamat
off
in
responses
in
differNicholson's
co-star,
Mark gave a tour de force perform- Letters from Lwo Jima (Clint
self before seeing it is,
the
direction
of
ent
kinds
of
peoWahlberg, picked up a nomina- ance as the lead in Little Miss Eastwood), and The Queen
do you have a problem Hollywood to
(Stephen Frears). United 93 ple. Borat, plain
tion for The Departed, as did Sunshine.
seek out Borat's
and
simple,
is
an
(directed
by
Paul
Greengrass)
Leonardo DiCaprio's co-star,
with offensive things
Foreign film Pan's Labyrinth,
n
ewfound
the popular Djimon Hounsou, a dark fairy tale set in Franco failed to earn a Best Picture nod, offensive movie like
destroying
a
"Jewladylove,
Pamela
for Blood Diamond. Alan Arkin, Spain, has garnered a whopping and Little Miss
Sunshine's and it manages to
Anderson.
offend
just
about
egg"
or
does
the
satire
who starred as a coke-using six nominations, dominating the Jonathan Dayton and Valerie
What
grandfather in Little Miss artistic and visual categories, Faris were not nominated for everyone.
The bulk ot
of anti-Semitic stereoSunshine, and Jackie Earle Haley and it is expected to pick up the Best Director. While Scorcese is you have to ask
the movie takes
types make you laugh
for Little Children, round out Oscar far Best foreign Language the favorite for directing, both yourself before seeplace as Borat'1
out loud?"
the categQW,. Jioutvsqu's
* fcll of ing it is, do you
and Azamat are
>«*»,, problem
••• •••••:••• •••'.-.•••• "• ' " - ' - j o
u r n e y i n g
was spectacular, and, as deserv- up a surprising four nomina- a clear winner.
with offensive things like destroy- across America from New York to
ing as he is of the Oscar, the tions, for Art Direction, Sound
Go to www.Oscars.com for a ing a "Jew-egg" or does the satire Los Angeles, conveniently making
Supporting Actor category is Editing, Sound Mixing, and full rundown of this year's of anti-Semitic stereotypes make stops through the southern
still anyone's to take.
Visual Effects.
Oscar nominations and be sure you laugh out loud? In all likeli- United States. Because the film is
Jennifer Hudson may be the
Borat managed to get one to tune in Feb. 2$ when the win- hood, you already know whether filmed with people who do not
favorite in the Best Supporting nomination - for the Best ners are announced.
you will like Borat or not well know Borat is an actor (that is,
before seeing it.
they believe him to be an actual
The plot of Borat is fairly sim- Kazakh journalist) the reactions
ple, as it was derived from the of most of the people he interacts
short Borat sketches on the "Ali
BORAT: Cultural Learnings of America for
G Show." Borat is a famous joursee FLLM on page 18
Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan
What does it take to strip the polite veneer from wealthy Alabamans opening their home to someone
they think is a visitor from Kazakhstan? Hint: it is much, much worse than you ever imagined. Luckily,
we have British comic Sacha Baron Cohen (of HBO's "Da Ali G Show" fame) to push the boundaries
of good taste, ready and willing to find out how low we (real-life Americans) can go. Borat elicits misogyny and anti-Semitism galore on his cross country comedy spree, sending faint 'hearts for cover and
film critics (like Ty Burr of the Boston Globe) to enthuse: "... by a long shot the funniest movie of
the year - it is 'Jackass' with a brain and Mark Twain with full frontal male nudity."
Wednesday, Jan. 31 - 7:30 p.m. •
Friday, Feb. 2 - 9:40 p.m.
:
Saturday, Feb. 3 - 9:40 p.m.
:
By JOE TARZI

MANAGING EDITOR

;

:

Cinestudio

HAPPY FEET
An animated movie about penguins who sing - and dance - that raises our awareness of humans' neg-.
ative impact on the planet? Resistance is futile - especially when the animation is spectacular, the
inspired tap dancing is by Savion Glover, and the message concerns life as we know it. Elijah Wood
voices the role of a young Emperor penguin whose dancing makes him an outcast, until he joins the
more tolerant Adelie penguins on a quest to find the disappearing fish. With the music of Prince,
Yolanda Adams, Chrissie Hynde, Patti LaBelle, k.d. lang, Jason Mraz, and Pink. "Another triumphant,
playful, and deeply spiritual animation classic by the Australian genius behind. Babe (George Miller):
this one will set your feet in motion and stir your soul."
.;:.:
,: ; : : ' ' : : , "
Thursday, Feb. 1 - 7:30 p.m.
:
, /
\;
: '. :,
Friday, Feb. 2 - 7:30 p.m. .
•
. • •
:
'.•
^;; : ; "
Saturday, Feb. 3 - 2:30, 7:30 p.m.
i
GLORYROAD
Cinestudio and TCBWO (Trinity College Black Women's Organization) celebrate Black History month
with a heart-pumping movie.about the first all-African-American basketball team (West Texas) to play
in the NCAA championships (against all-white University of Kentucky). Back in 1966, nearly 20 years
after Jackie Robinson joined the Brooklyn Dodgers, college basketball programs still refused to recruit
black players in fear of losing the support (and money) of their fans and alumni. Like so many of the
barriers in the civil rights era,, it was the courage of a small, group of people - including point guard
Bobby Joe Hill (Derek Luke)' and coach Don Haskins 0osh Lucas) - that changed the world.
••;.-•: Sunday, Feb. 4 - 2:30 p.m.
.•[_._.•.
• '..''.'•••'•

V i s i t c i n e s t u d i o . o r g f o rm o r e i n f o r m a t i o n .

••••"..., ,

http://images.apple.com
In Borat, a Kazakh journalist studies America and falls in love with Pam Anderson.
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Loren Davis Commended Firearms Empire Featured in Hartford
by Conn. Poetry Circuit
continued from page 15

well. The Colts on display are
elegant and stylistic, ranging
from "the simple, with sleek polnating as icons and their work LD: English 111 is the introduc- ished blue steel, to the ornate
moving. I'd say: Rainer Maria tory poetry workshop and any- with delicate silver and ivory
Rilke,
Pablo
one's best bet inlays that were clearly meant to
for a
Neruda, T.S.
P l a c e t o be showpieces. In addition to
"It's important for someEliot, William
the revolver, Colt designed
one to enjoy reading poetShakespeare,
hunting rifles that were equally
Sylvia Plath,
ry before they write their
the only poet- graceful and functional.
W.B.
Yeats,
Colt was confident in the
own. I suppose there are ry courses I've
S
h
e 1
taken (111 and superiority of his work and
always exceptions, but in
a
n always kept in his collection
Silverstein, and
my experience it's hard to
I n d e p e n d e n t guns manufactured by competie.e. cummings.
were tors, such as Eli Whitney and
produce your own work if study)
with the late Frederic Remington, to show
TT: What-sugno one else's strikes a
Hugh Ogden. their inferiority. Sure enough,
gestions can
He was an due to the wild popularity of
you give to
chord with you."
Colt's guns, there were plenty of
important
beginners intermentor
and counterfeits being circulated all
ested in learn-Loren Davis
the one who over the world, especially in
ing how to
and
Britain.
urged me to Germany
effectively write
and read poetry?
enter the Circuit Contest. It Counterfeit guns manufactured
will definitely be a struggle to go overseas even made their way to
I think it's important for some- on tour this spring and continue the U.S. and were sold in New
York. Samuel Colt amassed a
one to enjoy reading poetry writing without his guidance.
sizeable collection of such counbefore they write their own. I
suppose there are always excep- TT: What plans do you have, if terfeits and had to resort to issutions, but in my experience it's any, for continuing your work in ing a public advertisement warning people of Colt counterfeits.
hard to produce your own work poetry?
Colt, in a clever promotional
if no one else's strikes a chord
with you. Anyone who wants to If I ever become a published move, offered his guns as gifts
improve their poetry should be writer,, it will be for a fiction to influential leaders all over the
involved in a workshop. novel before anything else. That world. By doing this, he
Individual feedback is key to the said, I'm much more open to improved his financial situation
betterment of writing. The the possibility of trying to pub- and persuade everyone of the
problem with any creative art lish poetry as well. It's poetry superior quality of his guns. He
Form is that you can't apply a that has given me a wonderful also amassed a small fortune in
general science to it; the neces- opportunity to feel like a writer, jewel-studded knickknacks that
sary advice is different for every so I owe poetry a great deal.
the royal receivers bestowed
poet, fpr every piece. So I
upon him as thanks for the
would'' strggeid?" taking a class If you WQjjldlike to nominate arms. On display is a dazzling
where peers can review the work. someone to be featured in an collection of treasures including
Artist Spotlight, please contact a diamond-and-emerald-encrustTT: Are there any classes at either Griha Singla or Sara Yoo at ed snuffbox from the Duke of
Trinity that you would recom- their respective Trinity e-mail Prussia and diamond rings from
the Ki
. '
mend to those interested in addresses.
continued from page 15

studying poetry?

Czarina Alexandra of Russia.
Colt also made friends with
American artist George Catlin,
who is most renowned for his
paintings of Native Americans
and the American West. He
managed to further promote his
arms by commissioning Catlin
to paint several pieces of himself
shooting or holding a Colt, several of which can be seen on display.
Although Samuel Colt died
when he was only 47, he had
already reached tycoon status
and become both a local and
global icon. His success was less
a result of the actual merits of
his inventions (though they were

great) but more due to his ability to promote himself efficiently
and keep his competitors at bay.
"Arms, Art, and Invention" is on
display until March 4, when it
leaves Hartford to tour the rest
of America. There is no need to
be a firearms aficionado to
enjoy this exhibit, although
those who are will find plenty to
drool over. The can't-miss exhibit packs plenty of history, art,
and beauty for anyone to appreciate.
For more information on
Samuel Colt, his work, his life,
and
the
exhibit,
visit
www. wadsworthatheneum.org.

*V-'.,

www.geodties.com/coltproject/saiTi_colt
"IIS.

'v«3
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CHERRYJONES
CHRIS MCGARRY

I
J O H N PATRICK SHANLEY

January;30 - February 4 / 2dO7;t;:|:;;;:Mo!rtensen;Haii:,
For tickets e i l - ^
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Film Offends Without Discrimination
continued from page 16
with are genuine - of course people sign a release before filming.
It is not candidly filmed, but it is
filmed under false pretenses that
elicit hilarious responses from
people across the country.
Part of Borat's charm is the
fact that he has no idea that he is
offensive in any way. Most of his
offensiveness lies not in hatred
but in fear and ignorance. The
one thing that people need to
remember upon viewing Borat is
that while Borat is, in reality,
Jewish actor Sacha Baron Cohen,
and while he is acting, the people
he interacts with are not. That is
why it is so shocking to see things
like a trio of University of South
Carolina students who portray
their less-than-modern views on
women to Borat, who they

not simply deliver outrageous
believe shares their sentiments.
Another prime example is a moments for shock value alone
man that Borat meets at a rodeo. (at least not always), but for the
After striking up a conversation sake of satire.
about
homosexuals,
Borat
There are those who would
exclaims that in Kazakhstan they see the character Borat as a rephang those people and the resentative of everything that is
American responds, "We're trying wrong with America. Rather,
to get that done here, too!" By Borat causes Americans to exemacting like a bigot, Borat goads an plify what is wrong with
actual American bigot into admit- America. If you enjoy satire and
ting his bigotry in front of a mas- comedy, you will love JBorat
sive audience. That man, like Despite the hints of a message,
many other people featured in the movie is first and foremost a
the film, later sued the produc- comedy and a hilarious one at
tion company, but to no avail.
that. Is the movie offensive? Of
Borat's appeal comes from his course it is. It's designed to be
abilities to satirize our entire way and it is designed to make you
of living. I've heard Borat com- think about why it is offensive
pared to gross-out comedies like and who, exactly, is really offenScary Movie, but the main differ- sive. Is it the Borat character,
ence between Borat and other Sacha Baron Cohen for portraymovies like this geared towards ing him, or the people with
our generation is that Borat does whom he interacts?

Arts in the Area
Theater and Dance:

"Studio 47 series • CONNECT"
Come join Hartford-area artists Chloe Carlson, Lorelei
Chang, and Nancy Hughes as they collaborate to
explore, through movement, the theme of connection.
Come see the connection between cultures, in time
and space, and among people. For an evening woven
of humor, drama, mystery, and beauty, come to "CONNECT."
Seabury 47, Trinity College
Contact info: Lesley Farlow
Free and open to the public
Fine Arts:

"Unexpected Pairing"
by Cathleen Daley and Kitty Sweet Winslow
There will be a jazz trio playing during the opening
reception.

Reception — Monday, Feb. 5, 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center
Monday, Feb. 5 - Friday, Mar. 9
Gallery Hours: Sunday-Friday, 1:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Free and open to the public
Sponsored by the Studio Art Program
•r*> ; v i * . , 1 1 : * *

"Picasso to Pop: Aspects of Modern Art"

• •*.~~t--'h

Approximately 60 rarely shown paintings, watercolors, drawings, collages, and sculptures are featured in
this exhibition.
Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art
Through Nov. 18.
|k(..,

Borat (played by British .ictor S.idu Bjron Cohen) jtrcnds .1 dinner party in a futile attempt to leain proper eating etiquette.

Visit wyyw,.wadsworthathene|jrn.:Qrg; for more.
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30

The Human Rights
Program Invites you to
attend "Jose Padilla,
'Enemy Combatants' and
the Impact of U.S.
Detention policy in
Guantanamo"
5:00 p.m. Mather Hall,
Terrace Room B

31

4:00 p.m.
Faculty Lecture: Marco

Cupolo
Mather Hall,
Wean Terrace Room B
7:30 p.m.
Seabury 47 Series
"CONNECT"
Seabury 47

4

5:15 p.m. Vespers in the
Chapel
Music by the Chapel
Singers

5

4:00PM
Da Vinci Code & Dead
Sea Scrolls
Terrace Room B,
Mather Student Center

Sermon by Chaplain
Heischman

7:00 p.m.
Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

Holy Communion follows the service

8:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m. Roman
Catholic Mass
Friendship Chapel '

Nazareth in a Different
Light
Life Sciences Center
Boyar Auditorium

Inaugural Lecture of the
George and Martha
Kellner Chair of South
Asian History
Dr. Vijay Prashad:
"Black Gandhi"
4:30 p.m.
McCook Auditorium

9:30 p.m.
Banquet
Friendship Chapel
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Calendar of Events
1
2
3
12:00 p.m.
Free Yoga Classes
Vernon Social Center
1:00 p.m.
Muslim Prayers
100 South Summit

6

1:00 p.m.
Men's and Women's
Swimming
Trinity Natatorium
4:00 p.m.
Men's Ice Hockey
Community Sports
Complex

Real Art Ways

For more calendar information, see:
www.trincoli.edu/About
Trinity/NewsJEvents/

CalendarOfPublicEvents

O f f Campus Events

www.reaiartways.org
Justin. Kirk and Julianne Nicholson star in Flannel Pajamas at Real Art Ways

The Bushnell

Flannel Pajamas

Dan Zanes and Friends
Dan Zanes, the former lead singer and songwriter for the legendary
rock and roll band The Del Fuegos, and his band perform exuberant,
handmade music for enthusiastic crowds of lads. The audience is invited to "sing along with gusto" before things heat up and ultimately dissolve into an all-ages dance party.
February 3
Ticket Prices: $20-$25

Doubt
Doubt was the winner of the 2005 Tony Award and Pulitzer Prize. The
play is set in a Bronx Catholic school in 1964. It's the story of a
strong-minded woman faced with a difficult decision. Should she
voice concerns about one of her male colleagues even if she's not
entirely certain of the truth?
January 30 to February 4
Ticket Prices: $18-$63

Fences
In tribute to the legendary August Wilson, Hartford Stage revives his Tony
Award- and Pulitzer Prize-winning drama, Fences, A former star of the
Negro Baseball League must decide if he can put aside his disillusion and
allow his son to swing for the fences he coula never reach.
January 11 to February 11
Tickets: $57-$37

Webster Theatre
THE TRENDKILLER TOUR

February 1
Tickets: $12
Doors Open 6:00 p.m.

January 30 to February 1
$3.00 Suggested Donation

China Blue

Hartford Stage

Sworn Enemy
Kataklysm
As Blood Runs Black
Too Pure To Die

Meditative, sharp, witty, sad, and. ve^.very real,,./V^o/ieV
Pajamas chronicles the arc of a relationship and marriage
in Manhattan between Stuart, a Jewish Broadway promoter and Nicole, an Irish Catholic girl from Montana. As the
couple, Justin Kirk and julianne Nicholson are flawless.
Even the secondary characters like Nicole's promiscuous
best friend, Stuart's borderline psychotic brother, and particularly Nicole's passive aggressive mom, are perfectly
acted. The cinematography is as crisp as an autumn day.
Flannel Pajamas is small, compact, almost as immature as
its characters, but it's damn good.

Micha Peled's film is about the gross injustices in the
Chinese economy's treatment of its rural workers who
migrate to the city factories. Peled zeroes in on a young
woman, Jasmine, who comes from the farm to the factory
to support her parents. Although she's fed and clothed by
the factory owners, she also pays for her keep in deducted
wages and makes money only by working 24-36 hour shifts
during the busy seasons, half asleep at the cutting tables.
That this factory is relatively humane is all the more damning. Peled managed to clandestinely film Jasmine's story at
the factory and on the farm skirting censors. Only once
did the mixed crew of Americans and Chinese get caught.
What he brought out of China is a story that is revealing
and scandalous, but also warm and amusing.
February 2 to February 8

( For more information, see
www.webstertheater.com

$3.00 Suggested Donation
For more information, see www.realartways.org
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SUPPORT GROUP
VICTIMS AND SURVIVORS OF VIOLENCE AND THEIR
FRIENDS
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8
6:15 p.m.
Women & Gender Resource Action Center Lounge
2nd floor, Mather
PLEASE RSVP - x2408
Laura.Lockwood@trincoll.edu
Facilitator: Kate Parker: YWCA/Sexual Assault Crisis
Services
What would you do if you knew your friend was too drunk to say y0§
to. sex and you saw her leaving a party with someone she just met?1"
Did you know:

\/\/ e Offer:

1 in 4 women on college campuses are sexually assaulted.

• ...

,,

,,.

®A 24 hour bilingual hotline

85% of sexual assaults on college campuses are by acquaintances.

#ShOlt

-Only 5% of coiteg© assaults are

•Police, COUrt, and hospital

reported.

t6rm

accompaniments
Statistics gathered from Sexual Victimization of College Women ,Dept
of Justice. And, California Coalition Against Sexual Assault

• —• .
®UFOUp SeSSfOHS

The YWCA Of New Britain's Sexual Assault

Call Our Toli-Free, Confidential Hotline :

Crisis Service can help you.

fn 9 I i s h J ^ e ^ j ^ S ^ S .

r j

Spanish Hotline 1-888-568-8332

All of our services are free and confidential

-Protecting your friends means protecting them from sexual, assault
SART Resources at Trinity:
SART - Sexual Assault Response Team
For Immediate Assistance: Campus Safety: x2222
Other Resources: Dean of Students x2156
Women & Gender Resource Action Center x2048
Health Center x2018
Counseling Center x2156
Additional responders and student peer counselors at:
www.trincoll.edu/StudentLife/HealthSafety/CampusSafety/SART/default.htm
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Johnstone Dominates in I Bants Earn Comeback Win Over Conn.
His New Position, Wins
ByTARAFINUCANE
SPORTS WRITER

continued from page 24

match 9-2, 9-1, 9-1. In the words
Over winter break, the Trinity
of Assaiante, "[Johnstone] is the Women's Ice Hockey team faced
team played tremendously, espe- real deal [...] he's playing closer several strong schools and came
cially Muhwati who won 9-2, 9-0, to his physical potential, and I out with a 6-8-1 record before this
9-1, and co-captain Sahil Vora think a lot of that has to do with weekend's match-ups. For a pro'07, winning 9-0, 9-1, 9-1.
the arrival of [Chaudhry]."
gram that is only nine years old &
But it was the play of
Following another 9-0 win at saw its first NESCAC tournament
Johnstone who opened the home against Denison on just two seasons ago, this team is
most eyes. After having settled Sunday, Trinity's path only definitely in the fast lane toward
into the top spot on the Trinity becomes more challenging. This success.
ladder for most of the season, weekend features the NESCAC
"We're a hard-working team,"
Johnstone seemed to feed off of tournament on Trinity's courts; Coach McPhee said. "That's realthe challenged that Chaudhry Assaiante says he hopes to use to ly what we hang our hats on."
provided. By winning a chal- use his entire roster, giving The women had a string of very
lenge match in practice earlier everyone a chance to play while competitive games that could easin the week, Johnstone earned keeping them fresh. The follow- ily have been blowouts for anoththe right to play Penn's Gilly ing Wednesday the Bantams trav- er team with such a young proLane, ranked fifth individually el to face third-ranked Harvard, gram, but this might not be the
in the nation. Hardly batting an with best match left for last, on case for the tenacious Bantams.
eyelash, Johnstone emerged the road against second-ranked "Every team in the NESCAC gets
nearly unscathed in taking the Princeton.
better and better every year. We're
just looking to be consistent and
keep scoring," McPhee said.
Last week the Bantams came
away with a comeback win over
Southern Maine on one day and a
solid tie the next day. . McPhee
was happy with the team's performance going into the two
NESCAC games this past weekend against Amherst and
Connecticut College. "We were
down 2-0 and came back to win it
3-2. Michelle Chee ''09 scored the
winning goal .[...] It was a confidence-builder going into Amherst
and Conn."
McPhee, like many coaches, is
grateful for games like the two versus Southern Maine to gain confidence going into important conference contests.
However,
despite Britney McKenna '10 scoring one for the Bantams and
Junior Helen McCarthy's 28 saves
in the net, Trinity fell short 4-1 in
Friday night's game against
Edwin C. Pratt
Amherst, who is ranked third in
The Bantams continued their winning ways, as the win streak grew to 156 games. the NESCAC.

A Friday night loss before an
equally vital game on Saturday
can easily break down a team's
confidence, but the Bantams
hung tough the next night against
the Camels.
Conn. College proved to be
physical and dominant in
Saturday's game; however, their
roughhousing resulted in a
plethora of penalties, but their
intense style proved ineffective
against Trinity. The Camel's

allow too much breathing room
before they put one in the net to
tie the game at 2. Alexandra
Schmidt '08 scored in the third
period to put the Bantams back
up 3-2. Trinity's record now
stands at 7-9-1 and 3-7-0 in
NESCAC.
Trinity's defense was challenged by Conn, all day and freshman goalie Isabel Iwachiw '10 finished the game with 33 saves. The
Camels put pressure on the Bants

Sam Lin

Emilie Wiggin '10 leads the Trinity forecheck against Amherst this past Friday.

penalties demonstrated how easily
they were rattled, and how mentally tough the Bantams were as they
once again came back with a disciplined performance.
The game began with Conn,
taking the lead in the first period
1-0, but Trinity redeemed itself in
the second period scoring backto-back goals. Emilie Wiggin '10
scored off brilliant tape-to-tape
passes by Emmy Handy '08 and
co-captain Elizabeth Johnson '07.
Handy followed up with another
goal for the Bantams with the
help of Johnson and Megan
Fallon '08, who is returning to the
team after being abroad last
semester.
Despite Trinity's offensive'
comeback, the Camels didn't

the entire game but Trinity was
able to slow the game down and
assert their rhythm, waiting for
good shots to take the victory.
The Bantams were able to stave
off further scoring by the Camels
by staying composed and working
the clock.
Fallon is confident the team
will only improve its record. "Our
team came together so nicely over
. break £nd its showing," she said.
"Our two big wins, Colby, a. 5-0
shutout earlier during break, and
Conn, this past Saturday are
proof of our unity. That's what is
propelling us further each week."
Trinity travels to Bowdoin this
Friday and Colby on Saturday for
two more important NESCAC
games.

Bantam Mascot Makes Trinity's Cox Wins NESCAC Honor
Debut at B-Ball Game
By JAMES KUKSTIS
SPORTS EDITOR

Sarah R. Blanks

The new costumed mascot for the Bantams made his debut at
the Trinity Woman's Basketball game against Colby College last
Saturday, Jan. 27. Shown here with Andrew Grubin '10, this giant
bird socialized with spectators, distributed pom-poms to young
fans, and bothered the Colby basketball team. Expect to see him
at future sporting events hyping up the crowd. His identity, of,
course, still remains a secret;' ;
'"""
' "„,",„„„„„„„„.„ ,„.„' ,

of the 1980 U.S. Olympic Ice
Hockey team, and many of her
cousins are also active in
Collegiate athletics. "It's pretty
fun, because there's always been
games to go to and chances to
actually see one of your family
members playing."
Cox . has been consistently
improving her performance
throughout her time as a
Bantam. "I've always tried to
never be content with myself or
to never settle for just remaining
-at one level of play," she said.
"You always know there's other

Sarah Cox '07: NESCAC
Women's Basketball Player of
the Week
.Captain of the Trinity
Women's Basketball team, Cox
was named both the NESCAC
and ECAC Women's Basketball
Player of the week of Jan. 22.
"To be singled out among all
the women's basketball players
in the NESCAC is a great feeling," said Cox. "The NESCAC is
known For being the best D III
conference, so to be successful is
the ultimate honor. Every game
I know I'm facing some of the
best women's basketball players
in the country so when you can.
beat some of them its definitely
a good feeling."
Cox set a career-high last
Saturday, scoring 30 points in a
game against Colby College,
which Trinity ended up winning
81-62. "Scoring 30 points was
definitely "a shock for me. I didn't • believe anyone when they
told me after game."
, A.basketball player since first
grade, Cox comes from a family
with a large sports tradition. Her
www.trincoll.edu
Uncle, Ralph Cox, was a member : Captain Sarah Cox '07 leads the Bants.
. . - . • • • •
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girls out there practicing, trying
to get better, so you need to
make sure you're always practicing harder and improving more;"
As a senior, Cox's time with
Trinity will be coming to an end
shortly. "I plan on having sports
in my life forever," she said. She
is currently an intern with the
New Britain Rock Cats, a minor
league baseball team for the
Minnesota Twins located in
Connecticut. After graduation,
she will be pursuing a career in
either sports marketing or coaching.
Cox's individual achievements are only part of a program
that has been consistently
improving.
"[Head] Coach
[Wendy] Davis is one of the best
coaches I've had," she said, "and
has already
changed
the
Women's Basketball program
here."
Cox leads the Bantams this
year in minutes per game,
rebounds, and points per game.
In addition to her leadership on
the court, Cox has led a very
young Trinity team to a 10-8
overall record. She has led the
team in points 13 out of the 18
games the Bantams have played •
this year.
•
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16-3 Bantams Rolling Going Into NESCAC Games
the Men's Basketball program its
1,000th win all time.
The
Bantams are 1,000-706 in their
come out with a [win] says a lot
94-year history of varsity men's
about the heart of our team. We
basketball.
Trinity took its
really fought offensively and
largest lead of the game at 45-27
defensively to get the win and
with just under two minutes left
everyone really stepped up the
before the break. Patrick Hasiuk
last few minutes to get stops on
'07 came off the bench to score
[defense] and to get big scores."
11 points in the first half.
The next day, the Bantams
Middlebury slowly fought its way
lost at Tufts 102-85 and dropped
back in the second half and
to 12-2 overall and 1-1 in the
pulled to within five points at 59league with their first loss in six
54 with 10:20 on the clock. Hoar
games. Tufts led 49-43 at halfgave Trinity its double-digit lead
time, but early in the second half,
back at 65-55 with a traditional
the Bantams worked the lead
three-point play at the 8:30 mark,
down and tied the score at 53.
and the Bantams maintained at
Tufts answered, however, by scorleast a seven-point cushion the
ing the next seven points before
rest of the way. Hoar made all
Trinity fought back and tied it
three of his attempts from
again at 66 with 9:46 left in the
beyond the arc and added seven
game. Tufts closed the game
rebounds, four steals, and three
with a 13-1 run to pull out the
blocked shots, while Taylor was
win. Clarke scored 27 points
six of seven from the foul line
including five three-pointers. Pat
and pulled down six boards Martin added 18 points and
they each finished with 14
Taylor finished with 16.
points. Hasiuk finished with 13
"We really fought hard the
points and Pat Martin dished out
whole game against Tufts," said
five assists.
. Simms. "They were very physical
Edwin C. Pratt
and we responded well but they The Bantams dominated Fisher State.
"To be a part of the proshot the ball very well inside and
gram's 1,000th win really puts
out and we simply couldn't get a paced the Bantams with 24 into perspective the tradition
stop at the end of the game. The points, sinking nine out of 10 that's here at Trinity," said
score doesn't reflect how the shots from the line, and added a Simms. "Especially getting it at
game went - it was much closer game-high nine boards, while Pat home was important for us to be
throughout the whole contest."
Martin had 12 points and five able to cherish it a little bit
On Jan. 19, Clarke scored his assists. Clarke finished with 11 more."
team's last five points, including points.
On Jan. 23, Taylor led all
the game-winning basket with 30
The next day, the Bantams scorers with 21 points, making
seconds left on the clock, to lead defeated Middlebury 82-67 in nine out of 10 shots from the
the Bantams to a 65-62 win over NESCAC play, and improved field, and added a game-high 10
the visiting Williams College their record to-14-2 overall and 3- rebounds and two blocked shots
Bplis. Trinity improved to 13-2 1 in the league. This victory gave to lead the Bantams to'-'a1 T06-58
win over Fisher college.
Trinity improved to 15-2
jwith its third straight win.
Trinity opened up a 23-11
lead on a Taylor dunk with
11:22 left in the first half
The Trinity Club cf Washington DC,
and cruised to a 57-33 lead
at the break. Taylor was
the Alumni Office, and the Career Services Office
one of five Bantams in
double figures in scoring,
continued from page 24

overall and 2-1 in the NRSCAC.
Clarke, who was hampered by
foul trouble and held to one field
goal over the game's first 38 minutes, drove down the lane on
Trinity's last two possessions to
give the Bantams leads of 62-60
and 65-62 after a traditional
three-point play. Russ Martin

invite you to attend the

as Russ Martin added 20 points
and four steals, Clarke scored 13
points, and Pat Martin and Dunn
each tallied 11 points.
On Friday, Jan. 26, the
Bantams lost on the road in a
back-and-forth game to the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears 7569. Trinity dropped to 15-3 overall and 3-2 in the league with
their first loss in four games. The
Polar Bears clung to a three-point
lead at halftime, 37-34. The second half saw six tie scores, as the
teams traded blows throughout
the period. Bowdoin posted several strong offensive possessions
in the closing moments, which
allowed them to get the win.
Taylor scored a game-high 22
points for Trinity, while Pat
Martin scored 12.
On Saturday, the Bantams
beat the Colby Mules 77-68.
Trinity led 44-36 at halftime and
opened up a 64-47 lead with 9:08
remaining in the game. Colby
cut the advantage, however, to
64-61 with 5:24 left. With the
Bantams up 67-63, Taylor hit a
jumper with 4:01 left and Pat
Martin nailed a three-point shot
with 2:55 remaining to help
Trinity go up 72-63. Pat Martin
had 21 points and six rebounds,
while Taylor added 17 points and
Russ Martin had 13 points and
seven rebounds. Hasiuk scored
14 points for the Bantams, who
improved to 16-3 overall and 4-2
in the NESCAC with the win.
"The Colby game we knew
was going to show what kind of
Simms.
"Our defense was
extremely aggressive the entire
way and [sophomore Aaron]
Westbrooks did a great job shutting down their point guard the
whole game. He really stepped
up big."
The Bantams play again
Friday, Feb. 2 at 7:30 p.m. at
home against Wesleyan.

Tehani
Rallies for
the Win
continued horn page 24
and Polonich, made this victory
even more impressive. Down 3-4,
Trinity was able to rally behind a
heroic performance by freshman
Tehani Guruge.
Guruge fell behind 0-2 in her
game against Kate Rapisarda, but
was able to respond to
Rapisarda's early attack by winning the next three games en
route to a stunning win that tied
the teams at four matches apiece
arid set the stage for Bantam
sophomore Ashley Clackson's
scintillating game against Lauren
McCrery.
Clackson took a strong twogame lead by scores of 9-1 and 92, but McCrery proved to be a
worthy opponent as she battled
back from her early deficit and
won the next two games. With
the whole match on the line,
Clackson slammed the door on
Yale's hopes of continuing their
winning streak with a definitive 90 victory in the fifth and final
game of the match.
Although fans of the Bantams
were not at all surprised by
Clackson's clutch performance,
Guruge certainly macje her presence on this team laiowrril*with
her impressive performance ****
against a Yale veteran. "[We were]
isly very proud of the way
Tehani came back from being
down 2-0, especially since s h e V ^ '
also a first-semester freshntfaiv
Reddy said.
'
Next on the Bantams' schedule
is
the
NESCAC
Championship
Tournament,
which will be held here at the
George A. Kellner Squash Center
this weekend.

Annual Washington DC
Alumni and Student
Networking Reception
"I get to work on issues that I really cafe
about, such as the health care industry and
Medicare, with a leading expert in the field. I
hope that one day my research will make a
difference in the lives of millions of people."

Friday, -February 9,2007
6:00-8:00 pm
The Office of the President's Commission
on White House Fellowships

—Tim Poge 'OS

712 Jackson Place, Northwest, Washington, DC

M A Economics

• Ten-month M.A. program
• World-class faculty
• Dual-track Ph.D.programiTraining in
Economics and College Teaching
• Assistantships for both M.A. and Ph.D.
students (March I deadline)
• Professional career placement

Jocelyn Jones Pickford '99, White House Fellow, is
our host and will offer remarks about her experience
as a White House Fellow. This is an excellent
opportunity to meet area, alumffl and gain valuable
perspective on the job and summer internship market
in the Washington DC area.
ToRSVP, log in. to Trinity Recruiting, Cliek on the
Calendar, Select February 9th, click on, the link to the
event, and then dick on sign. up.
We lookforward to seeing you there!

It's your time.
Spend it wisely.

I

^i^K^
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This past week, the Trinity how she came to play and love
Women's Ice Hockey team played the game of hockey, a sport typitwo solid games against the cally^ dominated by men. As a
University of Southern Maine, seven-year-old in New Hampshire,
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
tional field, the Bantams scored his efforts were not enough to pull
finishing with one win and one McKenna said her brother skated
SPORTS EDITOR
well individually in the Copa out wins.
tie to improve their overall record and played a large role in her perCoqui. Senior co-captain Mike
The women had a similarly sucto 6-8-1. The team's recent victo- sonal discovery of the game. She
After just over a week off for Lenihan continued his usual excel- cessful Puerto Rican adventure, in
ries were due in no small part to found, however, that as a girl, her
forward and NESCAC Women's athletic options were limited. "It winter break, the Trinity College lence with a seventh-place finish in part thanks to senior co-captain
Ice Hockey Player of the Week was either ballet or hockey," Men's and Women's Swimming the 100-meter breaststroke with a Christine Myksin's 13th-place finand Diving teams dove back into time of 1:12.62 and second-place ish in the 50-meter freestyle with a
Britney McKenna '10. A fresh- McKenna joked.
action with an intense eight-day finish in the 200-meter Individual .tip; $36,53
man H»i»,»Jiy«,KiWH, .,_McKenna
%
SpByonBoys
training trip to Puerto Rico fol- Medley in 2:26.73.
Despite losses by scores of 209contributed with three goals-atRT
The Bantams split their next 83 and 231-61, respectively, Myksin
one assist during the weekend teams, often experiencing preju- lowed by five meets for the men
dice for trying to play what had and six for the women. After the multi-team event on Jan. 13, beat- continued her dominance against
series in Portland.
and Connecticut
With the team losing 2-0 in been known exclusively as a men placed sixth of nine teams ing Wheaton College 195-70 and Wheaton
the second period on Friday, men's game. "The guys on the and the women placed eighth of falling to Connecticut College 188- College, achieving season-best
Senior co-captain Chris times in both the 100-meter
McKenna scored to cut the team hated that I played," ten in the third annual Copa 103.
deficit in half, and later assisted McKenna said. "No one thought Coqui Men's and Women's Minue swept the men's diving freestyle and the 200-meter
and
Diving events, winning the three-meter freestyle. She also contributed,
in the game-winning goal scored a girl belonged on the rink." Swimming
by forward Michelle Chee '09 to McKenna admitted that she never Invitational, they returned to the with a score of 214.50 and the one- along with freshmen Emily Cote
was one of the best mainland to post scores two wins meter with a score of 205.95.
and Niki Albino and sophomore
propel
the
players on the and three losses for the men and
The men picked up their next Regina Lea, to the third-place 200Bantams to a 3"Britney has exceeded
boys' teams and two wins, four losses for the win at Vassar College by a score of yard freestyle relay team.
2-comeback vicsometimes strug- women.
127-86. The first-year men carried
Perhaps the most successful
tory.
all expectations.
gled to compete,
the team, winning four individual meet for the women came at
Co a ch
Head
Coach
Kristen
Noone
Coming from such a
but she believes was impressed by both the physical events. Ben Bernstein '10 recorded Vassar College, where the Bantams
A n d r e w
competitive
high
those
challenges and intangible elements the team a personal best time of 11:42.41 in won by a score of 126-111. Junior
McPhee
has
ultimately
aided in gained from the trip to Puerto his first-place finish in the 1000- Aliza Turek-Herman, whose perbeen
thrilled
school and state team,
her overall devel- Rico, commenting that they "got meter freestyle, Brooks Gerli '10 formance earned her a spot on the
with the. rapid
Britney's transition to
opment.
improvement in
some great training in[...as well as] won the 50-yard freestyle in 23.28 Bantam Brag Board, and sophocollege game has been
McKenna's
Both McPhee team bonding and cohesion, and the 100-yard freestyle in 51.63, more Katherine Meltzoff both
game,
and
and
McKenna [which] really carries them even and Ayaas Bhamla '10 destroyed achieved season best times in the
a natural one."
acknowledged that when they're, a little broken down the competition in the 100-yard 1000-yard freestyle. • Freshman
attributes
-Coach Andrew
Carolyn Silverman and sophothe forward's early from some tough training and it butterfly with a time of 57.04.
McKenna's
McPhee
Against Colby and Bowdoin, mores Chelsea Bainbridge-Donner
success has not allows them to compete."
playing history
come without the
Despite a competitive interna- Lenihan again performed well, but and Kelli Lane came in first,, secand work ethic
ond, and third, respectively, in
help
of
her
teamin practice to
three-meter diving.
mates,
most
notably
Chee.
her scoring abilities. "Britney has
Turek-Herman and Silverman
exceeded
all expectations," Leading the team with 21 points,
stood out in. the women-only meet
McPhee
proudly
admitted. Chee's success has fed and been
against M t Holyoke College on
"Coming from such a competi- fed by McKenna. McPhee agreed
Jan. 17.:. Turek-Herman won both
tive high school [The Governor's that the two complement each
the 200-yard butterfly and the 500Academy in Byfield, MA] and other's skills. "Both have a knack
yard freestyle, achieving season
state ' team [Assabet Valley], for scoring and great speed. They
bests in both events. Silverman
Britney's transition to the college both help out with the little
things, playing many roles and
won both the one-meter and the
game has been a natural one."
three-meter diving events.
;
McKenna echoed Coach helping in penalty killing,"
McPhee
said.
The most recent meets against
McPhee's sentiment. "Playing on
This - coming
weekend
Bowdoin and Colby were less suctwo teams throughout high
cessful,: despite strong efforts by
school really helped me to see McKenna, Chee, McPhee, and
junior Emma Goehring and sophwhat it took to play at a high the rest of the Bantams travel
back north to Bowdoin and
omore Katherine Westerhold, both
level," McKenna said.
Colby
as
the
team
continues
its
of whom posted season-best times
Even after such a fast start at
in their respective events.
the college level, McKenna spoke conference schedule.. McKenna
The next meet for .the Bantams.
modestly of her success. "It's real- believes that both opponents
will be at the Trinity Natatorium
ly been a team effort I am defi- pose a threat, but Trinity has a
on Feb. 3 against. Worcester
Edwin C. Pratt
nitely not doing it alone out legitimate chance to leave Maine
Polytechnic Institute at 1:00 p.m.
The Bantam men went 2-3 over winter break, while the women's team went 2-4,
there," claimed the soft-spoken with a winning record.

By JEREMY ROGOFF
SPORTS WRITER

Bantam Swimmers Come Out Even

Inside Sports? Weekly Scoreboard and Rankings, page 23, Women's Ice Hockey, page 21
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Chaudhiy and Men's Squash Blow Through 150Straight Wins
By PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER
Over the past month, the men's
squash team has endured a demanding
training regimen and a number of matches. Despite surrendering its first match
point of the season, the team welcomed
not only the return of competition, but
also the long-anticipated addition to the
squad of Baset Chaudhry '10. With an
even greater infusion of talent to a group
whose training and .work ethic rival every
other team's in collegiate squash, everything appears to be in place for these
Bantams to knock off their top rivals in
their upcoming matches.
Following work with a number of talented squash professionals and trainers
over break, - "the best Christmas training
week we've ever had" according to Head
Coach PauJ Assaiante - Trinity burst from
the gates with four matches during the
weekend of Jan. 12-14th. A visit from
Bates not only gave Trinity a 9-0 victory,
but also included the team's milestone
150th straight win. Not to be outdone,
the Bantams then played three successive
road matches, emerging with shutout
wins against Dartmouth and Cornell and
an 8-1 win over Bowdoin.
Trinity's tag team at the top, Shaun
:.]c.hnstone '08 and Qustav Detter '09, led
the way with three individual wins in
which they did not drop a game. That

theme was reflected throughout the
weekend, as the entire team dropped only
four games out of 112 played. Other
highlights included perfect wins by
Simba Muwati '09 against Bates and cocaptain Eduardo Pereira '07 against
Cornell, and Neil Robertson '08, Charles
Tashjian '09, Rushabh Vora '09, and Eric

Wadhwa '07 each had a match with two
perfect games.
Some of the team's best squash was
played the following Saturday at Brown.
On the way to a 9-0 team victory,
Johnstone completely blanked his opponent at the top spot. Showcasing the
depth of the team, Manek Mathur '09,

Nicholas C. Ryan
Freshman phenorn Baset Chaudhry soundly beat His Yale opponent while the Trinity faithful looked on.

Men's Basketball Holds Off White Mules 77-68
field, and added 10 boards to lead the
Bantams to a 93-74 win, improving
Trinity's record to 8-1. Trinity used a 15-4
While most students were at home over run early in the second half to take a 71winter break, the Trinity College Men's 53 lead with just over seven minutes
Basketball team was back on campus remaining in the game and maintained at
beginning Dec. 26 preparing for January, least a 15-point lead the rest of the way.
the most important month of their sea- Robert Taylor '08 scored 14 of his 16points in the second half and added five
son.
The Bantams' first game back from rebounds, while Kino Clarke '07 had 10
vacation was at .the Oosting Gymnasium points, seven boards, and four assists.
on Dec. 30 against Villa Julie College. Mike Hoar '07 grabbed 10 rebounds and
Russ Martin '08 led all scorers with 29 blocked two shots and Pat Martin '08
points, sinking 11 out of 16 shots from the dished out a game-high nine assists.
On Jan. 3, the Bantams defeated
Ursinus 84-80 for their second straight
win. Clarke led all scorers with 28 points,
sinking 10 out of 16 shots from the field,
all seven of his free throws, and added four
rebounds and four steals to help his team
improve to 9-1. Trailing 45-41 at the break
and 45-38 early in the second half, Trinity
went on a 17-9 run to take a 55-54 lead.
The Bears took the advantage back 60-57,
but six unanswered points by Taylor gave
the lead back to Trinity for good with
10:22 left in the second half. Pat Martin
finished with 13 points, a game-high nine
assists, and four steals for Trinity, while
Russ Martin added 12 points and a teamhigh five rebounds.
On Jan, 5 and 6, the Bantams hosted
the
Trinity
Invitational,
beating
Framingham State 100-61 - in the first
round, Russ Martin led a list of five
Bantams' double figure scoring totals with
20 points.
Trinity outrebounded
Framingham 44-26 and forced 24
turnovers while committing just nine.
Clarke had 15 points, five rebounds, and
four
steals, while Steve Dunn '08 came off
Edwin C. Pratt
the
bench
to score 13 points and had
Robert Taylor '08 scored against the Falcons
ByCATMAHER
SPORTS WRITER

game-highs of seven rebounds, and three
blocked shots.
The next day, Russ Martin had gamehighs of 22 points and seven rebounds to
lead his team to a 77-64 win over Westfield
State in the Championship Round of the
Tournament. Trinity improved to 11-1
with its fourth straight win. The Bantams
opened up the game with a 12-2 lead in
the first five minutes and extended their
lead to as many as 16 points in the second
half. Westfield State battled to pull within single digits at 65-56 with six minutes
left in the game and again at 71-62 with
just over three minutes on the clock, but
the Bantams pulled out the win. Dunn
had 10 points, five rebounds, and a pair of
blocked shots off the bench for Trinity.
Clarke finished the game with 17 points
and Pat Martin added five boards and six
assists, earning them both selections to the
All-Tournament Team. Russ Martin was
named- MVP of the Tournament with 45
points in the two Bantam wins.
Trinity opened up league play against
12th-ranked Bates College on Jan. 12. The
Bantams handed the Bobcats their first
loss of the season by a score of 68-63.
Trinity improved to 12-1 overall and 1-0 in
the NESCAC with its fifth straight win.
The Bantams took their first lead of the
game at 41-39 with 15:39 left in the game,
lost the lead temporarily, then held off the
Bobcats down the stretch. Pat Martin and
Russ Martin scored 17 points apiece while
Taylor added 15, including 11 in the second half. Hoar also grabbed 10 rebounds.
"Bates was a huge win for us," said
Tyler Simms '08. "To be: able to go into a
tough environment, down big early and
see BANTAMS on page 22

Thomas Wolfe '07, and Nick Lacaillade
'07 each only lost two points while dominating the court.
At long last, the competitive season
began last Tuesday when Trinity faced off
at home against Yale, ranked fifth in the
nation and the first of Trinity's top-five
opponents. While the 9-0 . team score
gives the appearance of a rout, Yale
fought hard and dropped numerous close
games.
Almost trumping the victory itself was
seeing the name of Chaudhry at the top
of the Trinity ladder. According to
Chaudhry, who had to wait until the
NCAA cleared him to compete, "the last
semester was not easy for me. I really
wanted to get on the court and play my
role." Chaudhry gave the home crowd an
exhibition of his ability by winning 9-1, 91, 9-1. "The crowd was just amazing. The
atmosphere was so electric. I am so happy
to finally play for my college. That was an
awesome experience," he said.
With everything now clicking, the
Bantams had to face their toughest challenge yet in fourth-ranked UPenn, which
had also defeated Yale earlier in the season.
Unfortunately for Penn, they drew Trinity
on a day when the Bantams were^ubbed
by Assaiante to have performed aTrrTtrst^
perfectly, with the Bantams amazingly not
dropping a game in a 9-0 win. The entire
see JOHNSTONE page 21

W. Squasir
Beat Yale in
Barn Burner
By ANDREW BUCHBINDER

SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity Women's Squash team's
impressive perfect start to the season was
slightly blemished Saturday, Jan. 27 with
their first loss this season to the top-ranked
University of Pennsylvania Quakers.
Unfortunately, the Bantams, who were
perfect up to that point, could not extend
their winning ways through the weekend as
they dropped their match against UPenn.
Senior tri-captain Vaidehi Reddy, junior
Lauren Polonich, and sophomore Ashley
Clackson were strong as usual, though the
rest of the team struggled against the very
strong Quaker squad.
The crown jewel of Trinity's season
thus far was undoubtedly their 5-4 victory
over the second-ranked Yale University
Bulldogs. The Bulldogs, coming off three
consecutive CSA Howe Cup National
Championships, had beaten Trinity in
each of the previous five matches between
the two teams. Snapping this losing streak
made this thrilling victory even sweeter.
Reddy referred to the win over Yale as a
"huge morale booster for all of us on the
team, especially the seniors/' who had not
beaten Yale in their entire collegiate
careers.
The uncharacteristic off-days of' the
Bantams' two top-ranked players, Reddy
see TEHANI on page 22

